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Saving Our Salmon:
Understanding the Environmental Justifications for the Pacific Coastal
Salmon Recovery Fund from an Economic Perspective
Rosie Albenice
Advisors: Dr. Schmutte, Dr. Skira, Dr. Caetano, and Dr. Kinsler
University of Georgia
they are integral to other ecosystem members’ survival. As
a keystone species, Pacific salmon bridge significant gaps
in ecosystems that would diminish without their existence.
Animals from the Pacific States’ freshwater streams to the
North Pacific Ocean depend on the abundance of salmon to
survive. In fact, some animals who are endangered themselves rely on salmon for food, like the Southern Resident
Killer Whales (NOAA 2018). Not to mention the importance
of salmon and their inhabited ecosystem’s importance on the
Pacific coast’s local economies. Millions of people travel to
the West to see the vibrant ecosystems of the region.
From fishing to ecotourism, salmon help maintain the
thousands of miles that mean so much to us. That is why,
in the last several decades, the United States government
has tried to rebuild salmon habitats across the Pacific.
Through both the Pacific Salmon Treaty of 1985 and the
ongoing Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery Fund (PCSRF),
the United States, Native American tribes, and Canada have
dedicated billions of dollars to finding the best approach for
rebuilding these incredible creatures’ homes. As of today,
the government has appropriated over $1.4 billion, along
with $1.7 billion in leveraged non-PCSRF contributions, to
the PCSRF (NOAA 2020). The PCSRF is the most robust
congress-funded restoration project the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) has created, to date.
Since the beginning, the program has supported jobs, fostered
collaboration with tribal nations and western states, benefited
threatened, endangered, and at-risk salmon and steelhead
populations, and enlivened local economies across the Pacific
coast. Research and rehabilitation opportunities posed by
the PCSRF allow all of these social and ecological benefits
to merge under one umbrella. Without the support of the
program, the salmon populations, along with the abundant
benefits they bring, may be under greater threat of extinction
and degradation than they already face.
This paper aims to understand the ecological implications
of the PCSRF through both an economic and statistical lens.
In observing annual changes in the coho salmon’s spawner
count, this paper seeks to examine the relationship between
coho salmon populations and restoration projects funded
by the PCSRF. This paper connects the time-demeaned
fluctuations of the spawner count to the annual aggregate
funding on the Oregon coast for the years 2000 to 2014. In

Abstract— This paper aims to understand the adversity faced
by coho salmon and the ways government intervention can help
maintain their population. The Oregon coast coho Evolutionary
Significance Unit (ESU) consists of 21 independent salmon
populations and 35 dependent populations, which have been
receiving restoration treatment through the Pacific Coastal
Salmon Recovery Fund since 2000. The following paper’s
observations are derived from 2000 to 2014 data focused on the
21 independent populations within the Oregon coast coho ESU.
There are ten different types of restoration-focused projects,
which are the main focus of this study, though other factors
are considered heavily throughout the analysis. This data has
been aggregated as panel data and utilizes the least squares
fixed effect data transformation with specified treatment effect
variable lags.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Since the 1950s, the United States’ Pacific salmon populations have been decreasing rapidly (Knight 2000). While
thousands of people rely on Pacific salmon to live, whether
to eat, to work, or for recreation, some of these populations
may be gone within a matter of years. Without us realizing
it, salmon populations provide a vital thread in the ecosystem that holds many aquatic industries together. Moreover,
salmon populations are vital to a healthy ecological community overall; ”[as] the health of salmon populations improves,
increases in the populations of many of the associated
wildlife species would be expected” (Celderholm, 2000). In
many ecosystems, salmon are a keystone species, meaning
5

looking at these two main variables, funding and population,
this paper moves to evaluate the effectiveness of the PCSRF
projects through a fixed effects approach on panel data taken
of the West coast coho salmon population. This particular
population has been receiving treatment for 20 years and
has seen both spikes and declines in growth during that
time. While focusing only on habitat restoration projects, the
panel data also includes funding amounts and project types
used to guide the analysis to understand the functionality of
the PCSRF. Moreover, this paper’s blended ecological and
economic approach accredits an appropriate justification for
the effects of the PCSRF. This paper’s ecological applications
aim to accommodate economic models that are intrinsically
anchored in maximizing short-term efficiency rather than sustainable longevity. While many quantitative models used for
policymaking and analysis do groundbreaking work in their
fields, many models generally leave much room for omitting
fundamental externalities, leaving many economic decisions
in contrast with the best ecological practices (Walkins, 2020).
Adding and accounting for environmental aspects of a model
create a more truthful and balanced investigation, even if it
means sacrificing certain conventional economic motives. In
an attempt to evaluate the effectiveness of the PCSRF, this
paper delves into the juxtaposition of longevity and efficiency
that both science and economics endeavor to understand.

salmon go to great lengths to get home, from jumping
up waterfalls to maneuvering the rivers, sensing their way
back home. Although many animals migrate back to their
birthplace, none are as accurate as salmon (McPhee 2009).
Only about 2% of the salmon’s brothers and sisters will make
it home (5 counties, 2017). The mating process is intense
for many. Years of preparation have led both the male and
female to this moment. After spawning, the eggs may not
hatch for another six weeks. As for the parents, some species
get another chance out to the ocean, while other species die
shortly after spawning, leaving their bodies as nutrients for
their alevin children.
B. Inner-workings of the Pacific Coastal Salmon Recovery
Fund (PCSRF)
The PCSRF was created in 2000 by Congress to provide
competitive grants to States and Tribes whose goal is to
protect, conserve, and restore Pacific salmon (NOAA 2020).
The eligible areas include California, Oregon, Washington,
Alaska, Nevada, Idaho, and Federally recognized tribes of the
Columbia River and Pacific Coast (including Alaska), or their
representative tribal commissions and consortia (NOAA,
2019). Many Pacific salmon species are listed as either
endangered or threatened under the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) by the National Marine Fisheries Service, so the
vast majority of these projects aim to aid those fish. Today,
there are over 14,000 projects that have been completed
and are on-going (NOAA, 2018). To be considered for a
grant, detailed scientific proposals must be submitted to the
federal grant system, which are then reviewed and considered
for funding. Considered projects must meet one of three
priorities:
1) Address factors limiting the productivity of Pacific
salmon and steelhead listed under the Endangered
Species Act (ESA), or those populations necessary for
the exercise of tribal treaty fishing rights or native
subsistence fishing (NOAA).
2) Effectiveness monitoring of habitat restoration actions
at the watershed or larger scales for ESA-listed salmon
and steelhead, status monitoring projects that directly
contribute to population viability assessments for ESAlisted salmon and steelhead, or monitoring necessary
for the exercise of tribal treaty fishing rights or native
subsistence fishing on salmon and steelhead (NOAA).
3) Other projects that are consistent with the Congressional authorization with demonstrated need for PCSRF funding. This includes projects necessary to
implement activities under the above priorities, including outreach, planning and coordination, assessment, research, monitoring, or other engineering design
projects (NOAA).
According to the PCSRF coordinator, Jennie Franks, “The
guidelines follow scientific conservation principles that prioritize projects that directly increase the productivity of at-risk
populations or populations where the federal government has
tribal treaty or trust obligations. This ensures the majority
of funds go toward projects that will actively benefit those

II. BACKGROUND AND L ITERATURE R EVIEW
A. Understanding Salmon
Salmon are incredibly complicated and diverse fish. They
are the world’s most underappreciated travelers: from light
packing to biological transformations, salmon earn the right
to be protected out of sheer admiration alone. Their migratory lives lead them to a world of changes and danger: from
birth in a stream to maturity in the ocean. To understand the
function of the PCSRF and its impact on salmon populations,
one must first understand the fish, itself. This is incredibly
important because, in its life, salmon interact with many
different environments. Its life is both invaluable and fascinating. A single salmon can have up to 3,000 brothers and
sisters, sharing one small hole, a redd, on the stream floor,
with no mother or father. At life’s first hatch, the salmon is
lucky to be alive; only 20% of these eggs will live to be a
fry (5counties.org, 2017).
At about a year old, the salmon is old enough to begin its
long journey to the ocean. Because salmon are anadromous,
they follow their food and travel hundreds or even thousands
of miles to the sea to grow into adults. The ocean’s rich
biodiversity provides the salmon with plenty of room to roam
and food to eat. However, all good things must come to an
end: in order to complete its lifecycle and lay eggs, known as
spawning, the salmon must travel many miles upstream back
to its birthplace. With plenty of food and energy, the spawner
travels for over a year through tumultuous and unpredictable
waters to get home. Once in freshwater, the salmon no longer
eat, focusing solely on returning home. From saltwater to
estuary and estuary to freshwater, salmon’s kidneys begin to
readjust to the salience (National Geographic, 2017). Some
6

populations at the greatest risk and improve the conditions
on the ground for their successful recovery (Franks, 2020).
There are six project categories, followed by numerous
subcategories, within the PCSRF program. Some projects include research, administration, or even education and public
outreach, but many projects work hands-on with the salmon
themselves. In the Habitat Restoration and Sedimentation
category, scientists are granted varying sums of money over
the years to perform imperative restorative and preventative
tasks. While some projects are as simple as planting riparian
vegetation around the edge of a stream, others require years
of planning and hard work that enrich communities, fish and
streams. Every project has its role and significance, but this
paper focuses solely on the influence on habitat restoration
projects, directed by the flow of money, on the overall
increase in coho species salmon. PCSRF restoration projects
are incredibly important to the fund’s overall functionality
to restore and replenish the salmon population for future
generations. Although there are endless threats to these fish,
several main threats have been in top priority within the last
two decades. Certain habitat impediments, such as humanmade dams, roads culverts, waterfalls and other obstructions,
disrupt the salmon’s journey home (NOAA). While some
salmon can jump up to 11 feet, these obstructions may
present hazardous or even impossible conditions for passage,
slowing travels and wasting energy otherwise better spent. It
is important to note that every ounce of energy a salmon
uses is incredibly valuable, as they do not eat their entire
way home to the stream. The burden of these obstructions
can be eased by projects which create fish ladders or culverts
designed with fish passage in mind. Some obstructions are
removed altogether, if possible. Among the many forms of
danger for certain species of salmon is the various areas of
habitat loss due to historical instances of logging, unsustainable urbanization, etc. that make a habitat uninviting for
passage or spawning.
There are many different mays to restore or improve
a habitat that is supported by the PCSRF. While some
spots just need a few extra trees for shade, other habitat
rehabilitation projects take years or even decades to finally
restore the area back to prime fish habitation. Salmon are
also affected greatly by the degradation of water quality
from urbanization, construction, and, although less frequent
in coastal Oregon than other regions, runoff from agriculture
(McGlynn, 2015). Water quality dangers extend to water
temperature, as well. Coho salmon require cold water on
their journey home in order to maintain an energy-efficient
trip. Although there are a few things scientists and grantees
can do to help shade these fish in the streams, oceanic
temperatures cannot be lowered by human forces. All of
these threats, on top of the ever-present reality of changing
ocean temperatures, construct the scientific rescue mission
for these Oregon coast coho salmon. There are just a few
examples of the many miles and acres of treatments from
2000 to 2018 in the western United States that the PCSRF
has made possible in Table 1. In these areas of treatment
below, individual projects and hard work made all of this

possible, but there is still much work to be done.
C. Connecting Science to Economics Literature
In recent years, job growth from biological restoration
has helped rebuild rural communities that suffered the most
from the financial crisis (Kellon et al., 2014). Restoration
projects around the United States employ over 126,000
workers of every education level, generating over “$9.5
billion in economic output” per year (NOAA, 2018). From
biologists to ranchers, everyone in these communities has a
stake in the wellbeing of both their local environment and
their local economy. The PCSRF program has contributed to
the protection, conservation and recovery of Pacific salmon
that indirectly supports fishing opportunities and outdoor
recreation. Most importantly, the fishing industry depends
on the abundance of salmon for their livelihoods. Pacific
salmon fishermen are surrounded by the widest variety of
species of salmon in the world, with access to six of the
eight species of salmon. While the PCSRF may stimulate
some monetary identifiers, there are also many benefits to the
fund that have both non-pecuniary and delayed contributions
that could potentially be left uncalculated. These effects can
prevent analysts from completely accounting for the benefits
of environmental programs, like the PCSRF. There are two
broad reasons for the incalculable one-to-one benefits of
species rehabilitation: a salmon’s life cannot be properly
valued by a monetary indicator and the rehabilitation of
a single area could take years, if not decades, to be fully
appreciated by the ecosystem. To ease the uncertainty these
two factors create, the following section attempts to discuss
these effects and their remedies.
Many environmental economists have considered the perpetual question of evaluating the monetary value of biological rehabilitation projects similar to the projects the PCSRF
supports. Because an ecosystem is not easily quantifiable,
researchers are forced to use alternative means to the actual
value of a flourishing area versus a suffering one. The main
task of these analyses is to focus on the idea that the ”loss of
environmental resources is an economic problem” because
many of these resources are vital to our daily lives, but
once they are depleted, it may be irreversible (Barbier et al.,
1997). In some instances, we can work to ascertain these
values by quantifying the economic dynamism supported
by these resources, like job creation, fishing industry and
tourism. Unfortunately, in many cases, a suffering ecosystem
is one that is heavily used by consumers and firms, giving the
resource a high value for a very low level of eco-longevity.
In the end, environmental regions’ values can be critically
misleading by the amount of recreational or commercial use
and urbanization in the area (Barbier et al., 1997).
Another issue in the pursuit of combining ecological analysis to economic models is the value of natural uncertainty.
In Walters and Hilborn (1978), the paper ultimately discovers
three primary levels of uncertainty when calculating ecosystem management through the combined lens of ecology
and economics: the natural random effects, the parameter
of uncertainty, and the “fundamental misunderstanding of
7

function could be a useful indicator for the PCSRF in the
future when presented with sudden declines in populations.
Perhaps more pressing than collapse uncertainty is the
ever-present threat of extinction. The critical difference between environmental and economic analysis is the stark
divide between efficiency and longevity. Often in economics,
we find that longevity is not the goal: it is maximizing
usefulness in a moment or using a resource until it is no
longer valuable. Although a resource’s longevity is not the
focus of many models, including this one, environmentalists
and conservationists strive to rebuild and slowly improve an
issue. They do it, not for profit maximization or to enforce
rational firm decisions, but simply because the economy
is nothing without the environment. Without resources, the
firm’s longevity is incredibly finite. Extinction is one main
presentation of a firm’s finite ability to continue production
if it depends on a specific natural resource. As conventional
economic theory suggests, industries on the Oregon coast
which thrive off of healthy ecosystems wish to maintain
their business for many years to come. If a key species, like
coho salmon, were to go extinct, it would surely harm their
business as well. Knowing the probability of extinction is
crucial in making decisions for a local economy, yet this
value goes completely unidentified by many.
To fix this, stochastic models of bioeconomics aim to
quantify and predict the uncertainty of extinction probability
(Anderson et al., 1984). Through both intrinsic and humancause factors, it is “near impossible to determine optimal
extinction” for an economy (Anderson et al., 1984). In other
terms, it is impossible to say when saving the species is more
important than the economic benefit that comes from the
species. Anderson and Sutinen aim to use purely economic
means to determine whether and when to harvest fish. In
using the basis of stock uncertainty, initially presented by
Ludwig in 1979, the Stochastic simulation of harvest leads
that firms should allow the fish populations to grow until
maximum populations with no harvesting over that time
(Anderson et al., 1984). Then, when the fish population
peaks, the firm should harvest every single fish until the value
no longer exists. In many cases, this means that the species

variable choice” (Nostbakken, 2005). All three of these
issues, as well as many more, are introduced into this analysis
through the natural effects of studying ecological projects
like the PCSRF. With Walter and Hilborn’s elements in mind,
this paper aims to eliminate as much uncertainty while also
choosing variables that matter, which is discussed further
in the limitations section. While Walters and Hilborn were
studying fishery management, the sentiment still stood for
all three variables of uncertainty. First, the natural random
effects within both the fisheries management and habitat
restoration projects can extend anywhere from random cases
of disease to sharp increases in tropical storms. While many
of these things are observed, there are hundreds of exogenous
factors that can confound any economic model. In the Johnston & Sutinen (1996) paper, the uncertain random effects in
question presented itself as a complete collapse of a biomass
in a given area. With no proper way to predict this, fishery
management and other environmental economics questions
could go unanswered by sheer uncertainty or random effects
within nature. Moreover, there is no one way to quantify
that uncertainty. Many environmental economics papers aim
to solely answer this question: how to value and estimate
uncertainty in nature. While this paper does not estimate
these values, it does take into consideration the elements that
could structure some small forms of uncertainty within the
Oregon coast coho salmon population. In another environmental economics study, Johnston and Sutinen aimed to solve
some of the uncertainty issue by calculating the probability
of an ecosystem or biomass collapse (Nostbakken, 2015).
The probability of a collapse is constant as time goes by,
but the size of collapse is a function of the stock size known
prior to collapse. In doing this, analysts can estimate the
optimal size of populations to prevent future collapse. In their
experience with fisheries, “when harvest costs and the size
of the collapse are independent of stock size, it is shown that
the optimal pre-collapse stock is larger than the optimal nocollapse stock” (Norbakken, 2005). This idea can be applied
to an idea discussed later in the paper to understand the
marginal effects of the coho salmon population. Although
this paper does not specify the probability of collapse, this
8

becomes extinct. In reality, this does not hold. It is evident
that, though it may seem to be the most micro-economically
efficient approach, complete elimination of the species would
cause serious externalities to adjacent industries, like ecotourism and recreational fishing. Moreover, environmental
implications of firms’ actions do play a role in the longevity
of its industry in the long run. This is because the intrinsic
value of a fish’s life is connected to much more than
its market value. Uncountable elements go into a species’
value in the long run, from beneficial, like job growth, to
unfavorable, like the actual cost of habitat restoration. In
congruence with these cost-benefit discussions, this paper
intends to understand the actual restoration costs and evaluate
how they affect the coho population in the short run. Putting
forth this short-run analyses covers a great deal of immediate
coverage of the PCSRF’s effects, but understanding the
investment in the long run is worth more than a passing
glance, as well. Because of this imbalance, “economics
and environmental forces are ultimately at odds” with one
another, competing to do very different things, both with
the best of intentions (Walkins, 2020). This paper aims to,
in the very least, understand that divide and work to guide
an analysis with these specifications in mind. While the
following analysis does not account for the risk of collapse
or the exact uncertainty, it is vital to acknowledge the value
of past research in the industry that does calculate and
factor variables that could change the way economists look
at ecological data. Specifically, this paper, in bringing in
ecological variables, like meteorological and human-based
data, as well as yearly fish counts, the uncertainty which
is ever-present in these kinds of studies will be lessened.
Moreover, with less uncertainty, the actual value of each fish
in relation to the PCSRF may be made clearer for analysis
both in this paper and in the future.

funds that project received and the location of that project.
Additionally, the shades of geographical regions correspond
to the different independent populations within the Oregon
coast coho ESU.
As shown, these salmon are much closer than more inland
salmon in, for example, Idaho. While the coho salmon may
seem luckier, they actually find just as much of a threat as
many of their cousins. These final miles of the migration
are some of the most unpredictable. This is the time when
salmon cross from freshwater into saltwater, causing major
biological changes and opening up dangers never before seen
by many of the salmon. Because regions like this are a
passage to the ocean, these watersheds are vital for inland
salmon’s welfare. The coastal region is the final few hundred
miles for many salmon. Keeping these passages healthy is
of the utmost importance for all species.
With all of this incredible information and abundant questions begging to be answered, this paper uses a variety of
both a pooled ordinary least squares (POLS) model and a
fixed effects model (FEM) in order to understand specific
time and river effects as well as more broad changes in the
populations. In creating and using a panel data set, the panel
observations are the Oregon coast’s waterways In this data,
there are 21 independent populations of interest studied for
the years 2000 to 2014. Each population has benefited from
PCSRF funding throughout the 15-year period. In each of
those populations, returning spawner abundance is recorded
annually. A fascinating aspect of this particular observation
is that if there is a large number of spawners returning
home in a particular year, assuming the majority successfully
spawn, then the number of spawners returning in the years
to come is also representative of the success in previous
years. In short, a healthy and thriving year of spawners
means more fish and, in turn, could mean more spawners,
all else constant. Of course, as we see in the data, this is
not how it works out every time. With slow upward trends
of growth, the population should be expected to continue
this growth, but of course every year is different. There
are different temperatures, predator populations, policies,
streamflow levels, rain levels, and so much more that can
impact these fish and their surroundings. In Figure 2, observe
the changes from years 2000 to 2014 that the coho salmon
experienced. Where the blue lines are the natural log of the
total funds spent for a given population, the orange indicates
the natural log of the population in that same year in a
given population. Note the gradual increase in the amount
of spending from the beginning of the PCSRF to year 2014.
As shown, it is obviously that many long-term effects of
this analysis are not even close to appearing at full capacity.
Between years 2009 and 2014, the frequency of funding
increased at an enormous rate.

III. M ETHODS
In this paper, the following analysis will focus on the
coho salmon along the Oregon coast. This kind of salmon
is identified by its Evolutionary Significant Unit (ESU) to
focus on a homogenous group of species, rather than all
coho salmon. This specific population is listed as a threatened
species under the ESA in previous years but have taken their
turn on the endangered list in the mid-2000s. Moreover,
this paper’s analysis method aims only to understand the
Salmon Habitat Restoration and Acquisition category of the
PCSRF in the short run. It is imperative to recognize the
breadth of PCSRF project objectives, as they all strive toward
salmon recovery. While many projects may present instant
results, the accumulation of habitat life and development
may take up to many decades to be fully recognized. Since
2000, Salmon Habitat Restoration and Acquisition project
grantees have been working tirelessly to remove or improve
specific threats to the population by working directly with
the fish and their habitats. Recovery. There are over 200
specially selected restoration and acquisition projects shown
by gradient colored diamond indicators in Figure 1. Each
diamond’s gradient corresponds to the amount of allocated

IV. DATA
This paper utilizes panel data from years 2000-2014. The
units of observations are the 21 independent populations in
the Oregon coast coho ESU. The data records changes in
the number of coho salmon counted in that population, per
9

Fig. 1: Total Allocated Funds for Habitat Restoration and Acquisitions Project and Independent Populations of Oregon Coast
coho ESU. Source: ArcMaps with merged data from the PCSRF Project Database.

Fig. 2: Spending and Spawner in Each River Over Years 2000 – 2014. Source: PCSRF Project Database, NOAA Salmon
Population Survey.
10

year. Additionally, there are several supplementary values
from databases as control variables, as well as data queried
directly from the PCSRF Project Database and Salmon
Population Survey (SPS) database. The other sources of
data used are: a Pew Research Center survey, the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife (ODFW) licensed hunters
and fisherman counts, the Environmental Protection Agency
(EPA) climate change indicator values, and the Bureau of
Labor Statistic’s state employment data. The variables of
interest from the PCSRF Project Database are individual
project funding, category of funding, subcategory of project,
years of project, ESU and latitude and longitude. The
only project category used from the PCSRF project data is
the Salmon Habitat Restoration and Sedimentation section,
eliminating any projects unnecessary for this analysis. The
Habitat Restoration and Sedimentation projects aim to create
a better living environment for the population in which
the project is completed. In this project type, there are
10 subcategories. The subcategories used are: Land Acquisition, Fish Screening, Passage Improvement, Instream
Flow, Instream Habitat, Riparian Habitat, Upland Habitat
and Sedimentation, Wetlands, Water Quality, and Estuarine
/ Near Shore projects. Each of these hold a unique role
in the restoration process and require different approaches,
both financially and practically. In the SPS data, the variable
of interest is the populations of spawners, years, common
population name, and ESU.
The control variables introduced for the POLS analysis
diversifies and demonstrates the many ways salmon are
effected by exogenous forces. The first control added is the
annual percent of people who have concern for the environment on either a strong or moderately strong level. This value
is taken from the Pew Research Center’s survey on social
issues from years 2000 to 2014. Other environmental controls
include the EPA’s climate change indicators, such as annual
drought, annual precipitation, and annual sea surface temperature anomalies. The values taken from the ODFW database
describe the number of resident and non-resident individuals
who received hunting and fishing licenses in Oregon that
year. In this analysis, the POLS model uses annual values
for non-resident fisherman and resident fisherman licensed
to fish in Oregon and the total number of hunters licensed to
hunt in Oregon. The final control used is the BLS’s Research
Data on Business Employment Dynamics by Age and Size.
The values used are measured by changes in the employment
rate within two sectors of Oregon: natural resources/mining
and construction. The POLS mode also uses the change
in total employment for the BLS database. The addition
of controls, from environmental factors to labor changes as
well as many others, are important in understanding the true
impact of the PCSRF on spawner populations.

which this unique dataset was created. The two main datasets
were merged in ArcMaps by a spatial join function and
a geospatial layer from the Northwest Science Center. By
using the latitude and longitude of each project, the join
function recognizes these coordinates and connects them to
the geospatial layer by salmon population. Those spatial units
match the population level data in SPS data’s watersheds
and creates a geospatial data set, shown in Figure 1. This
geospatial data looks much like a map until all the layers’
quantitative values are merged and downloaded into a file. At
this point, the data contained four main variables of value:
salmon populations, project funding, start and end date of a
project and spawner population. The data was then expanded
by years the project was in effect and, for each project in
each year, the values were assigned accordingly. There are
approximately 400 projects of interest within the years 2000
and 2014 and 316 observations of coho salmon in those same
years. After merging, there are now 316 observations for both
funding and population for each year in each river. After this
main merge was complete, the control values and dummy
variables were inserted into the set.
V. M ODEL
There are six estimated models in this section, two of
which feature a seven-year time lag. In this section, both
a basic linear least squares regression and several linear
Fixed Effects regressions will appear in various formats
with various lags. The following model variables are also
broken up into two groups: quick returns and slow return
subcategories. Although the returns are unclear, it is very
obvious that effects of both project groups are yet to be fully
understood by the model and even by nature itself. This is
because many project types aim to replenish an ecosystem
through habitat planting or long-term ecosystem fixes which
could takes decades for populations to fully appreciate. In
representing these subcategories, there are two types of timerecognitions within the model: a present regression and a
delayed regression. Both regressions are treated within three
models.
In this first regression, there are several variables which
may be recognized as PCSRF project subcategories. These
are measured by frequency counts per year and attempt
to catch variance in the different project types. The below
results have a seven-year lag on coho spawner populations
to allow the effects to really take control of the population.
The lag of seven years was chosen in order to control for the
variation within a particular generation of salmon as well as
observe delayed effects of the PCSRF projects. Since coho
salmon typically spawn at around age three, the lag of seven
protects the model from capturing the effects of a particularly
harsh in the years following. It is also important to delay the
effects of some projects, as many of these long-term habitat
investments can take several decades to truly take effect.

A. Merging Data
The merging process of the two main datasets, PCSRF
Project Funding and SPS data, was vital to the analysis
in this paper. Because this merge did change the approach
to this analysis, it is necessary to explain the process in

A. POLS Model
The first uses the POLS model to observe the linear
relationship between the PCSRF variables and the annual
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observation of spawners in each population, controlling for
certain economic and environmental variables. This model
is described by equation (1). In choosing to display a POLS
model, this paper aims to seek the causal effects of these
values on the actual number if spawners each year.
Included are all controls and selected projects. The selected projects were chosen by the nature of their direct
impact. The eliminated projects were chosen easily, as they
were not hands-on projects and naturally do not aim to
influence the population of spawners, unlike many of the
other projects which were chosen.

VI. R ESULTS
A. Pooled Ordinary Least Squares Model Results & Discussion
The regression results for the POLS model, including the
lagged treatment effect models, are all reported in Table 2.
The model uses the regression from Equation 1. The POLS
regression with robust standard errors in Column 1 describes
the relationship of a variety of controls to the changes in the
spawner population with no treatment effect. In doing so, the
regression treats all of the values as key equal indicators into
the effects of only these variables on spawners.
The effects of the POLS model capture several values
of great statistical significance. In both the 7-year treatment
effect lag and the non-lagged model, the same values remain
statistically significant over time. The observed effects of
certain controls greatly impact the population of the coho
salmon population on the Oregon coast. It seems that the
most significant external effects on fish are the precipitation
rates, the percent of environmental concern for that year, the
number of resident licensed fisherman, the new jobs in the
two sectors, as well as total employment. The implications
of annual precipitation, here, increases the salmon population
by about 48,568 spawners in a given year. This is certainly
the largest, in magnitude, indicator of population changes in
the table. This is a perfectly reasonable result, as salmon prefer high water levels when swimming home from the ocean.
Also, we see that as individuals are more concerned, the
spawner population goes down. The key interpretation when
looking at this environmental concern variable is that, when
environmental conditions are worse, people become more
concerned. Therefore, as people become more concerned,
the fish population decreases because the environment is
altogether doing worse. Individual’s concern accounts the
decrease of about 873 spawners per year.
Assuming that people’s concern for the environment, especially their local environment, effects is effected by the actual
condition of the environment, it is expected that those who
are residents of Oregon regard their watersheds, and the fish
that swim in them, with higher care than those who are not
from Oregon. This is the interpretation of the coefficients of
the licensed fishing variables presented in the POLS model in
Column 1. While the number of resident fisherman ultimately
increases the number of spawners, nonresidents significantly
decrease these populations. Moreover, nonresident fisherman
who are not acquainted with local fishing regulations are
could be more likely to overfish and harm the salmon
population on a highly statistically significant level. Although
the effect of each are small in magnitude, the results from
the ODFW data do possibly serve as a warning for future
policy on fishing licensing in Oregon. According to Table 2,
all else constant, if more nonresidential fishermen decide to
fish in Oregon, all else constant, then the magnitude of the
population decrease could increase.
Employment levels are a significant way of understanding
coho populations, as well. Since the natural resource most
capitalized on in Oregon is timber, experiencing a decrease

B. Fixed Effects Model
In this model, described in equation (2), there are two
variations of the fixed effect. Because of the nature of
natural uncertainty, using a FEM aims to eliminate certain
unobservable values that do not appear in the POLS controls.
One with a simple time-demeaned linear regression and
the other with a seven-year lag of the treatment effect on
spawners. The high delay and long wait times on project
investment effects is displayed through the spawners sevenyear lag variable on the left-hand side of the regression. This
is an attempt to accurately section out the delayed projects
from the more immediate ones.
In this specification of the FEM, there are only certain
chosen projects to eliminate collinearity. Here, αi indicates
the fixed effects of the unit variable, populations.
C. Two-Way Fixed Effects Model
This two-way fixed effects model (2FE), described in
equation (3), works to remove any confounding variables
across year and unit observations, which otherwise could
cause bias. One with a simple time-demeaned and group
demeaned linear regression and the other with a seven-year
lag of the treatment effect on spawners. The high delay and
long wait times on project investment effects is displayed
through the spawners seven-year lag variable on the left-hand
side of the regression.
In both the lagged and non-lagged specifications, αi stands
as an indicator of the fixed effects on river observations.
Similarly, γt is the indicator variable for the fixed effects on
the time variable, years.
D. Standard Errors
All of the standard errors in this model were conducted
using a heteroskedastic robust standard error approach. This
is to reduce the variability of the predictors which otherwise
go unaccounted for, as constructed by Huber and White.
In doing so, the standard errors of this paper allow heteroskedastic variation in the estimators. The standard errors
are clustered at the river level for all three models to estimate
the most accurate results of the observations and statistical
significance. For all of the standard errors in Table 2, these
can be interpreted as the number of fish that the estimator
could be miscalculated by.
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Spawnersi,t = β0 + β1 AnnualFundingPerRiveri,t + β2 LandAquisitioni,t + β2 InstreamHabitati,t + β3 RiparianHabitati,t
+ β4 UplandHabitatAndSedimentationi,t + β5 Wetlandi,t + β6 EstuarianOrNearShorei,t + β7 WaterQualityi,t
+ β8 FishPassagei,t + β9 FishScreeningi,t + β10 PercentofEnvironmentalConcerni,t + β11 OregonPopulationi,t
+ β12 LicensedOregonHuntersi,t + β13 LicensedOregonResidentAnglersi,t + β14 LicensedNonOregonResidentAnglersi,t

(1)

+ β15 NewOregonJobCreationInMiningandNaturalResourcesi,t + β16 NewOregonJobCreationInConstructioni,t
+ β17 NewOregonJobCreationTotali,t + β18 SeaSurfaceAnomalyTemperaturesi,t + β19 Rainf alli,t + εi,t

Spawnersi,t = β0 + β1 AnnualFundingPerRiveri,t + β2 LandAquisitioni,t + β2 InstreamHabitati,t + β3 RiparianHabitati,t
+ β4 UplandHabitatAndSedimentationi,t + β5 Wetlandi,t + β6 EstuarianOrNearShorei,t + β7 WaterQualityi,t

(2)

+ β8 FishPassageImprovementi,t + β9 FishScreeningi,t + β10 InstreamFlowi,t + αi + εi,t

Spawnersi,t = β0 + β1 AnnualFundingPerRiveri,t + β2 LandAquisitioni,t + β2 InstreamHabitati,t + β3 RiparianHabitati,t
+ β4 UplandHabitatAndSedimentationi,t + β5 Wetlandi,t + β6 EstuarianOrNearShorei,t + β7 WaterQualityi,t

(3)

+ β8 FishPassageImprovementi,t + β9 FishScreeningi,t + β10 InstreamFlowi,t + αi + γt + εi,t

In Column 3, the 2FE model using Equation 3 does not have
any lag or delay. The last column uses Equation 3 and looks
at the 2FE with a seven-year lag in the spawner count, similar
to Column 3.
Both the fixed effects models, on the other hand, portray an
undesirably low level of correlation in the R2 value. Both the
models exhibit correlation coefficients of below .1, regardless
of whether the delayed spawner variable existed or not. This
implies that very little can be told through only the fixed
effects and the habitat restoration projects on the Oregon
coast coho ESU. However, there are still remaining results
that are statistically significant to the analysis above. As in
the POLS results, there is no indication that actual dollar
spending is significant to the coho spawner population, as
the true value of a fish is not accurately calculated in this
paper.
According to the FEM results in Column 1, it stands
that projects which improve fish passage and water quality
have a significantly negative association to the coho spawner
population in the immediate moment. Although, in the longer
run of seven years, water quality is no longer significant and
projects in fish passage are actually significantly beneficial
for the population. According to Column 1, for every fish
passage improvement project funded on the Oregon coast,
about 15,971 more spawners make it home seven years
after that project is completed. The unusual relationship
between the immediate effects and the long run effects of a
fish passage improvement project, and other project’s whose
coefficients greatly changed over time, may be because of
increasing benefits of these projects compounding over time.
A subtler example of the long run effects of these projects
is the instream flow project, whose coefficient in Column 1
was nonsignificant and negative. In Column 2, after seven
years, this variable is highly significant, communicating that
for every instream flow project done seven years prior,
about 4,764 additional spawners will survive. Alternatively,
it seems that the delayed FEM finds that projects focusing on
the upland habitats are not only significant but negatively so.

in coho populations due to an increase of jobs in mining,
natural resource and construction seems not only appropriate
but expected. As noted in previous sections, trees are often
planted as riparian habitat rehabilitation for coho salmon.
Additionally, the number of construction and mining jobs
rightfully decrease populations, as both created waste hazardous to the environment and water streams. While these
are significant in the analysis, the magnitude of the changes
in coho spawners is small in magnitude.
As for habitat restoration, each project’s efficiency is
measured by both the coefficient given but also by the
unobservable uncertainty of a fish’s life. While many of these
coefficients convey little about the projects themselves, the
estimates do tell us that the amount of funds recieved per
population is not statistically significant in this model. In
short, there is no certain evidence that a dollar value can
interpret the value or fluctuation of a spawner’s life. While
many of the projects have positive coefficients, none appear
to be significant in this model. As indicated, this may be
because many habitat restoration projects could take decades
to see a shift for the better. Additionally, it could be said that,
because of the extraordinary high standard errors, there needs
to be more projects observed in this analysis completed in
this ESU to truly see its effects. While there is no evidence
of significant beneficial variables, this cannot be said for
the observation of water quality projects and fish passage
improvement. These projects actually seem to harm the fish
populations on some level. The reason for these two project
types to significantly harm the coho population is unclear.
B. Fixed Effects Model and Two-Way Fixed Effects Model
Results and Discussion
Table 3 displays the values for the other two models of
this paper: the fixed effects model and the two-way fixed
effects model. Column 1 indicates the results from a linear
FEM with normal, non-delayed variables from Equation 2.
The following column is the same FEM model, but with a
seven-year lag in the spawner population from Equation 2.
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There are several significant shifts between the models when
considering the lag of seven years. While most significant
changes are for the better in the FEM, there are still some
projects that seem to negatively affect fish population.
As for the 2FE model, this analysis indicates similar
changes between immediate effects and long run effects of
a particular project. In Column 3, fish passage improvement
projects are significant in the negative direction, though in
the long run these projects are no longer negative or statistically significant. Similarly, water quality projects move
from negatively significant to negative and insignificant.
The direction of this shift from Column 3’s estimates to
Column 4’s mirrors that of the FEM estimations for that
variable as well. In contrast, instream flow projects are
negative and not significant but after seven years become
positively significant. The magnitude of this shift is large,
as the estimate moves from insignificant value of about 2,507 to the significant value of about 3,871. Just like in

the FEM model, projects dealing with upland habitats and
sedimentation are not negatively associated with the fish
population. The reason for this is unclear.
VII. L IMITATIONS
A. Data Limitations
When this kind of analysis first came about, it was already
flawed by lacking a monetary value for the life of a spawner.
While this paper does not take steps to place a monetary
value on a coho spawner, the ability of calculating that value
relies on strong economic and environmental assumptions
and variables that are constantly changing: population size,
environmental factors, extinction probability, firm’s motives,
etc. In the end, there is no obvious measure for value of a
fish’s life. While some are endangered and others are not, the
lack of quantifiable value for each fish saved is incredibly
complex.
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Another aspect of data limitations is the potential for
additional data. Salmon are exposed to dozens of different
ecosystems in their lives, which introduces unfamiliar predators in every stage of life. In the ocean, dolphins, whales and
other larger sea creatures find salmon for food. In the estuaries and freshwater streams, pinnipeds, other fish species,
otters, bears, people and many more wait patiently for salmon
to swim by. As for the other dangers, even tide flow and water
temperature can harm the salmon’s travel home. Diseases
and parasites lurk in the many ecosystems the salmon swim
through to get to and from the ocean. Moreover, as the
climate changes, major storms and natural disasters are
prevalent. These events threaten not only the lives of salmon
but the things salmon depend on. Today, it is near impossible
to test ocean water quality for different regions of the ocean.
With only regionally-generalized tests, scientists and analysts
alike grapple with the need for more information. Aside from
temperature, potentially toxic chemical levels of ammonia,
chlorine, phenols, and nitrites are essential to understanding
fluctuations in the salmon populations (McGlynn, 2015).
More importantly, a new study indicates that a chemical
used in tires, called 6PPD-quinone, is responsible for killing
about 90% of migrating coho salmon (Stokstad, 2020). The
presence of even small levels of certain compounds can harm
salmon reproductive systems or even cause a salmon’s death
(McGlynn, 2015). All of these unpredictable environmental
elements impede this study, especially in understanding the
exact outcomes of the habitat restoration projects funded by
the PCSRF program.
Moreover, the PCSRF program is incredibly diverse and
offers financial support to states and tribes to save our
salmon. Because there are so many different kinds of projects
with unique purposes and objectives, accurately calculating
the absolute effectiveness of these projects on a wide scale is
difficult to represent in this paper. Some projects may take
decades to reach full recovery benefits. Projects that work
to incorporate new vegetation into habitats need years for
animals to finally acclimate. Certainly, for years to come, the
PCSRF’s long term benefits can be studies more closely and
more precisely than it is today. Past restoration projects will
be more productive in the future and will be able to produce
more specific outcomes. Additionally, as the PCSRF program
continues, more projects completed means a larger sample
size and more accurate results. One significant limitation
of this paper is the lack of available data for the years
2015-2020. The data for these years, as the time of this
analysis, has yet to be released. In the future, these years can
be incorporated into the models to provide more informed
outcomes. As the sample size grows, habitats are restored
and technology improves, the question formulating around
the PCSRF’s impact on salmon populations will become
increasingly clear.

or omitted variables to appear. Oppositely, FEM and 2FE
models do not allow any of the controls used in the POLS
model. Because of this limitation, the model only accounts
for a small portion of the changes in the coho spawner
population. The fixed effects analyses could benefit from a
Hausman test for endogeneity, as well. In a new model altogether, perhaps this analysis could benefit from a Gaussian
mixture model in order to understand the subpopulations of
each independent population. Additionally, the unobserved
presence of preexisting autocorrelation within the analysis
leaves this model in an uncertain space. There are many more
model limitations which may impede the process of fully
understanding the association between the PCSRF funded
projects and the Oregon coast coho spawner population.
C. The Future of Salmon
While uncertainty and extinction still loom, it is important
for policy-makers and researchers alike to come together
in agreement that the long-term benefits of salmon rehabilitation are worthwhile. Evidence suggests that salmon
populations have an extremely significant positive correlation
to new job creation and a significant connection to the
participation in outdoor recreation in the treated area. This
means that as the local economy and well-being of people
increase, the salmon populations benefit as well. This indicates that allowing ecosystems and populations to degrade
has serious non-aquatic costs to society; likewise, boosting
rehabilitation may also mean a boost in the economy (Barbier
et al., 1997). By taking the economic valuation approach in
all future analysis, researchers may continue to understand
the importance of allocating resources to better manage the
future of human welfare through the welfare of wildlife
and resources (Barbier et al.). In short, by protecting nature
we are protecting and stimulating the economy and human
welfare. Future salmon protection and rehabilitation is vital
to a flourishing economy and world. As the PCSRF continues
to grant funds to researchers, each dollar works hard to spark
welfare and restore ecosystems.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper’s exploration of PCSRF-funded habitat
restoration projects’ relationship to the Oregon coast coho
spawner population, results have landed some very interesting conclusions. For some exogenous variables of the
POLS model, introduction into the regression created statistically significant moments within a larger story. The POLS
model allowed a better understanding of exogenous influences that variables, like labor market changes, consumer
behavioral patterns and environmental factors, have on the
coho population. Most obviously, this paper observes that,
in all three models, the monetary value of fluctuations in
biomass, in particular coho salmon, is not appropriately
measured by dollars. Instead, these must be understood in
different terms, such as the number of PCSRF projects. In
the future, more observations in the panel data may provide
a better understanding of the true effects of the PCSRF
program. Because the three models capture small amounts

B. Model Limitations
The models used for this analysis certainly have their
flaws, and while the POLS model allows for a variety of
variables, it also maintains room for many unobservable
16

of correlation, these estimates are only a fraction of how the
PCSRF program truly benefits the Oregon coast coho ESU.
As seen in the models, the actual benefits of the PCSRF are
made up of much more than simple project counts. As more
observations are available and limitations are unbound, the
true implications of the PCSRF may be clearer in the many
decades to come. For now, the most important conclusion is
that there is no monetary value to a fish’s life. In believing
that these projects are valued by their ability to create a better
ecosystem in the long-run, economists must patiently wait
for these habitats to reach their own version of equilibrium.
Until then, we must keep working to save our salmon.
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using county-level data, it examines if the supports have
led to significant increases in the number of (high-speed)
broadband providers and broadband subscription rate in the
recipient county.
The paper is laid out as follows: The first section gives
an overview of the digital divide in the United States,
followed by a review of the on-going federal level subsidies.
It then discusses the empirical specification of the model and
the data involved. Results for the regression estimation are
presented in the fifth section, with concluding remarks at the
end of the paper.
The empirical results in this paper suggest that the Connect
America Fund is not efficient in addressing market failure
in the fixed broadband market. As total subsidies (lagged
by one year) in a county increase by 1%, the number of
high-speed providers and subscription rate is expected to
grow by only 0.02% and 0.002%. Together with the fact
that each county, on average, has five high-speed providers
and a subscription rate of 84.4%, the Connect America Fund
hitherto is not successful in encouraging broadband buildout
and adoption based on these indicators. This result is crucial
for policymaking, as the next decade is expecting stronger
support. The CAF Phase II auction was concluded in 2018,
for which the FCC awarded more than $1.488 billion. Rural
Digital Opportunity Fund with $20.4 billion was proposed
in August 2019 as the biggest single step to date toward
closing the digital divide. To make sure taxpayers’ money
is spent efficiently, tackling the supply side shortfall itself
is not sufficient. The FCC should take measures to address
sluggish demand in the broadband market.

Abstract— The still-unfolding IT revolution has been a key
driver of the remarkable performance of the U.S. economy
since the 1990s. However, getting on the rising tide requires a
high-speed internet connection. The COVID-19 pandemic has
further intensified the existing digital divide by driving most
essential activities online. 18 million Americans that lack highspeed broadband connection are falling behind. The Connect
America Fund is the largest on-going federal support for
broadband buildout to unserved areas. This paper provides
the first econometric assessment of the Connect America Fund
between 2014 and 2018 using county-level data. It does not
find robust evidence in support of the program. While subsidy
recipient counties do not see substantial improvement in terms
of the number of high-speed providers, the elasticity of the
equilibrium subscription rate to total subsidies is near zero.
Solely tackling the supply side shortfall is clearly not sufficient
to produce a desirable outcome in the broadband market. As
billions of taxpayer’s money is expected in the next decade, it
is necessary to address the sluggish demand to make sure the
newly deployed infrastructure is not standing idle.
JEL classification: H43; H32; H45.
Keywords: Federal Communications Commission, Internet, Infrastructure, Technology Diffusion, Market Failure.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Our world is becoming increasingly digital every day.
The still-unfolding IT revolution has been a key driver for
the remarkable performance of the U.S. economy since the
1990s. However, getting on the rising tide requires a highspeed internet connection. The COVID-19 pandemic has
further intensified the digital divide by driving most essential
activities online. Almost overnight, high-quality internet has
become as much of a necessity as electricity for modern life.
After we weather the storm of pandemic and emerge from
the other side, commerce, work, education, medicine, and
service will only be more digitalized. 18 million Americans
that lack broadband connection are falling behind.
In recognition of the benefit of high-speed broadband and
the digital opportunity it brings, the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC)’s top priority has been closing the digital
divide in the past decade. The Connect America Fund (CAF)
was established in 2011 with a mission to encourage voice
and broadband buildout to rural, insular, and high-cost areas.
While the economic benefit of broadband deployment and
access has been extensively discussed in the literature, the
effectiveness of government subsidies has not been sufficiently analyzed. This paper contributes to the literature by
providing the first econometric assessment of the FCC’s
Connect America Fund between 2014 and 2018. Specifically,

II. T HE D IGITAL D IVIDE
Broadband is a telecommunication technology that is
faster than traditional dial-up access through Digital Subscriber Line (DSL), cable modem, fiber, wireless, satellite,
and Broadband over Powerlines (BPL). Access to high-speed
internet is often associated with higher income (DiMaggio
and Bonikowski, 2008), easier knowledge and skills acquisition (Joshson et al., 2005), more efficient job search (Beard et
al., 2012), and less social isolation and related mental health
problems especially in the COVID-19 pandemic (Purtle,
2020). Yet the distribution of fixed broadband in the United
States has been persistently characterized by uneven rates of
access and adoption among various socioeconomic groups.
Economists worry that existing socioeconomic inequalities
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found to follow an S-shaped diffusion path over time and
space, and availability and uptake rate diminish with business
and household density (Geroski, 2000; Whitecare, 2010).
Addressing the supply-side shortfalls is not sufficient to
raise the equilibrium broadband adoption rate. To analyze
the determinants of demand, studies such as Chaudhuri et
al. (2005), Flamm and Chaudhuri (2007), Prieger and Hu
(2008), and NTIA (2012) find that broadband adoption rate
is positively associated with households with higher income
and higher education level, and negatively associated with
those who are older, African American or Hispanic, and
living in rural areas. The 2019 survey from the Pew Research
Center reports that 27% of adults in the United States do not
have broadband at home, and their characteristics confirm the
findings of earlier studies (Anderson, 2019).
When non-adopters are asked why they do not have
broadband subscription at home, the most striking difference
between 2015 and 2019 is the trend that smartphones (and
hence mobile broadband) are increasingly regarded as a
perfect substitute among those who do not have a fixed
broadband subscription at home. Affordability is less of a
barrier today than it was four years ago, but it remains the
most commonly-cited reason for not subscribing to home
broadband. What also remains the same between 2017 and
2019 is the number of people who do not have a residential
subscription because of the lack of access to high-quality
broadband service. Indeed, it has been shown that fast,
reliable speed is an important determinant of willingness-topay (Rosston et al., 2010; Octavian et al., 2015). In theory,
the problem of affordability and accessibility could be solved
by subsidies that encourage broadband buildout and market
entry. Despite efforts in encouraging the expansion of highspeed coverage to unserved and underserved areas in recent
years, half of the non-broadband users are still put-off by the
price tag of broadband plans, and merely 1% have stopped
worrying about the access and quality of broadband service.
This calls into question the effectiveness of public funding
in the past four years.

may be aggravated by the digital divide (Drabenstott, 2001).
The FCC estimates that nearly 24 million Americans do
not have access to fixed terrestrial broadband at speeds of
25/3 Mbps in 2018. In particular, the urban-rural digital
divide has received the most attention from researchers and
policymakers. While 94.4% of the overall population has
access to high-speed broadband service, 22.6% of Americans
in rural areas lack such coverage.
The digital divide is contributed by a powerful combination of supply- and demand-side drivers. On the supply
side, inadequate broadband penetration in unserved areas is
often an outcome of insufficient infrastructure deployment.
Private capital is only attracted by profitable business cases,
but unserved and underserved areas are often rural and have
long suffered from high cost and low revenue. Particularly
for wireline broadband technologies such as cable modem
and fiber, longer distances between customers drive up the
construction and operation cost, and lower population density
leaves a smaller customer base from which to recover the investment of installing and maintaining the network (Downes
& Greenstein, 2002). As a result, broadband diffusion is

III. P UBLIC I NVESTMENT
Beginning in the 1930s, government programs were established to attempt to remedy the lack of market provision
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of telecommunications services in rural areas. Two major
ongoing vehicles at the federal level that support broadband
buildout are the Rural Utilities Service (RUS) of the U.S.
Department of Agriculture, and the Connect America Fund
under the Federal Communications Commission (National
Telecommunications and Information Administration 2017
for Guide to Federal Funding of Broadband Projects). The
former metes out about $800 million every year for rural
loans (Congressional Research Service 2019), while the FCC
provides about $8.8 billion per year in broadband subsidies.
Kandilov and Renkow (2010) find no evidence that the
RUS loan recipient communities had experienced significant
economic development using difference-in-differences analysis and propensity score matching. However, by regressing economic indicators directly on subsidy, they make a
logical jump assuming that subsidies had already successfully increased broadband availability in the local communities. As follow-up research, Dinterman and Renkow (2017)
ask whether the RUS increases the number of broadband
providers in the designated location – “a necessary, but
by no means sufficient, condition for the programs producing economic impacts.” It turned out loan recipient ZIP
codes experienced approximately 0.092 additional broadband
providers annually. In other words, one loan led to one
provider entry in a zip code area over a decade.
The Connect America Fund is the focus of this study.
The High-Cost program under the Universal Service Fund
is the CAF’s predecessor. It had long been criticized as
inefficient and extravagant. Hazlett (2006) reveals that it
would cost the government less if it outright paid the bills for
individuals in high-cost areas than subsiding the deployment
through the fund. Acknowledging the need for reform, the
FCC took several steps to switch subsidies from narrowband
(voice) service to broadband service and put in place several
efficiency-improving measures in 2011 (Federal Communications Commission, 2011). The newly established CAF
carries the same mission to encourage broadband investment
to unserved areas where market force alone is not sufficient
to produce equitable outcomes. It avoids giving duplicating
subsidies to the same geographic area, adopts market-based
mechanisms to determine the amount of funding, and introduces deployment obligations upon the receipt of subsidy.
There are nine modernized and fifteen legacy funds in
operation under the Connect America Fund (See Appendix
1). Between 2011 and 2018, CAF disbursed a total of

34.9 billion dollars. As supports for voice service were
gradually withdrawn, subsidies dedicated to broadband have
experienced a sustained rise in recent years. This study
focuses on the period between 2014 and 2018, during which
12.5 billion dollars were disbursed. The average annual
subsidy per program for a study area is $634,312. As shown
in Figure. 5, Broadband Loop Support (BLS) has been
providing consistent support throughout the period. While
the Connect America Cost Model (CACM) accounts for over
half of total broadband subsidy since 2015, the Alternative
Connect America Cost Model (ACAM) kicked off in 2017.
The next decade is expecting stronger support. The CAF
Phase II auction was concluded in 2018, for which the FCC
awarded more than $1.488 billion over ten years to 103
winning bidders to serve more than 713,000 rural homes and
businesses. Rural Digital Opportunity Fund was proposed in
August 2019 as the biggest single step to date toward closing
the rural digital divide. Another $20.4 billion is to be directed
to the unserved rural areas that had not been thoroughly
covered by previous subsidies (Federal Communications
Commission 2019).
However, it is unclear if the “modernization” of the
funds is producing efficient outcomes. The FCC’s current
monitoring report does not yield constructive insights. Lyons
(2019) points out that it lacks a data-analysis mechanism to
evaluate the effectiveness of the fund’s activities. Similarly,
the U.S. Government Accountability Office has repeatedly
urged the FCC to improve accountability and transparency
(Government Accountability Office 2012, 2014). Hazlett and
Wallsten even claimed that the CAF “will fail in the future –
as it has until now – to benefit the consumers it is supposed
to help” because structural inefficiencies remain intact during
the reform (2013: 8). This paper seeks to empirically examine the effectiveness of the Connect America Fund between
2014 and 2018. Specifically, it analyzes if the supports have
led to a significant increase in the number of (high-speed)
broadband services provided by suppliers and broadband
subscription rates.
IV. E MPIRICAL S PECIFICATION
This study assesses the effectiveness of the Connect America Fund at the county level, including the fifty States and
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there are eight separate ongoing broadband-related programs
under the CAF providing support under dissimilar rules. An
area’s and a carrier’s qualifications vary greatly from program to program, and most eligibility data are not publicly
available. Another dummy that is considered in this paper is
if the county has at least one high-speed service in 2014 (with
upload speed > 3Mbps and download speed > 25Mbps),
but most counties in the United States have at least one
high-speed broadband provider and the dummy does not
overlap well with the eligibility map that we have access
to. Therefore, the subsidy dummy is used in the regression.
One advantage is that if a county has ever received a subsidy
in the four-year period, then it must have been eligible for
support at some point.

the District of Columbia but not the U.S. Territories. The
data covers the period from December 2014 to December
2018, which corresponds to the data collection period of the
FCC’s Form 477 since its reform. The random and fixed
effects regressions are specified as the following:
Yit = α + β1 SubsidyDummyi + β2 TotalSubsidyit
+ β3 ln(CountyArea)i + γXit + µi + εit
(1)

Yit = α + β TotalSubsidyit + γXit + µi + εit
(2)

V. DATA OVERVIEW
This paper relies on the FCC’s Form 477 to measure
fixed broadband deployment. Despite criticisms, Form 477
provides the most reliable and comprehensive data that
is currently publicly available on the deployment of fixed
terrestrial broadband in the United States (Ford, 2019; Jett,
2018; Molla, 2019). Each broadband provider is required to
report deployment of a particular technology and bandwidth
in a particular census block on Form 477 twice a year starting
from December 2014. We code each round of data collection
as one time period. As a result, our data covers nine periods
from December 2014 to December 2018. Following the
FCC’s current benchmark, we define high-speed service
providers as the carriers that offer at least one fixed terrestrial
broadband service at speeds no slower than 25/3 Mbps.
One significant limitation of Form 477 is that a census
block is recorded as served if a single household in the
census block has broadband access. This overstates broadband availability since a provider that reports deployment
in a census block may not necessarily offer that service
everywhere in the block. However, Kolko (2010) finds a
monotonic relationship between the number of providers and
actual service coverage at the ZIP code level. This validates
that the number of providers is a meaningful proxy for
broadband availability.
Another outcome variable this paper examines is broadband subscription rates. While the number of providers is a
proxy for accessibility, subscription rates reflect equilibrium
outcomes based on both the supply of broadband and demand
for broadband when available. The American Community
Survey (ACS) collects data on computer ownership and internet subscription for counties with populations over 65,000
since 2015, which amounts to 840 out of 3143 counties
every year. Data are collected by asking respondents to select
“Yes” or “No” to each computer and internet subscription
type. Based on 48 demographic variables (see Appendix 1)
covering dimensions such as age, education, race, income,
occupation, and industries of a county, we use principal
component analysis to predict broadband subscription ownership in the remaining 2,303 unsurveyed counties. Principal
components are constructed as linear combinations of the
initial variables in such a way that they are uncorrelated and

where, Yit is the response variable, including the number
of broadband providers, the number of high-speed broadband
providers, and the broadband subscription rate in county
i at time t. T otalSubsidyit is the cumulative amount of
subsidy a county has received for the past year. The variable
considers subsidies for the past one year as it takes time
for subsidies to take effect. The same specifications are
run with cumulative subsidy in the past year and a half
and in the past two years. They all produce stable and
substantive conclusions as those that are presented in the
paper. Xit is a matrix of control variables such as population,
the number of business establishments, median income, the
percentage of senior population, the percentage of African
Americana and Hispanic population, and the percentage of
the population with a below high-school education. Previous survey suggests computer ownership and smartphone
ownership may play a role in broadband deployment and
adoption, but exploratory data analysis shows that these two
factors are highly correlated with population, owing to the
fact that 76% of Americans own a computer or laptop and
96% have a smartphone of some kind. Urbanization data tend
to be available at an aggregated level and are less frequently
updated. Population density and the business establishments
density in the random effects model serve as proxies for the
degree of urbanization in a county. i is a county fixed effect,
controlling for time-invariant county-specific characteristics
that might be correlated with other independent variables.
εit is the error term that is assumed to be uncorrelated with
other variables and to have a mean of zero.
In particular, the subsidy dummy is 1 if a county has ever
received a subsidy between 2014 and 2018. The dummy
is used to control for the fact that subsidies are not disbursed randomly. Unserved and underserved areas with little
provider presence or high-speed broadband service are more
likely to receive subsidies in the first place. Moreover, a
firm’s decision to apply for subsidies and then increase
broadband buildout in an area might be motivated by an
intention to capture a gap in an underserved market. The
above unobserved variables could confound both response
and independent variables. The most ideal instrument is an
indicator for whether an area is eligible for the funds, but
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area for each state. Using boundary files, we overlay each
study area on the county boundary shapefile to map the
relationship between two graphical units. For cases where a
study area resides in multiple counties, we weigh the subsidy
by overlapping land areas, effectively assuming subsidies are
uniformly distributed across a study area.
To control for demographic characteristics, the Census Bureau’s American Community Survey (ACS) provides data for
most variables. Median household income in the past twelve
months is converted to 2018 inflation-adjusted dollars. The
percentage of people with less than high school education
includes those who attended high school but do not have a
GED or high school diploma. The percentage of seniors is the
ratio of the population aged over 65 to the total population in
a county. The percentage of African American and Hispanic
population is the proportion of the population who are selfidentified as African American or Hispanic and Latino as at
least one of their races in the total population. In addition,
another source for control variables is the Census Bureau’s
County Business Pattern series. It is an annual series that
provides subnational economic data. It records total midMarch employees and the number of business establishments
in a county.

most information is compressed into the first component,
then the second, and so on. The result suggests that only
the first two components are statistically significant with an
eigenvalue greater than 1. Regressing broadband subscription
on them produces a R-squared value of 0.9854, implying
that almost all variance in broadband subscription can be
explained by the first two components. This enables us to
predict the pattern of broadband subscription for unsurveyed
counties.
As the largest survey in the United States, the ACS is
the only country-wide provider of small-area statistics that
publishes annually. On the other hand, the cost and scale of
the ACS unavoidably mean that the sample size is smaller
than that of the decennial survey. Estimates of sampling
error for the five-year ACS estimates, which this paper uses,
is about one-third higher than those from decennial census
estimates (Griffin and Waite, 2006). Yet, it can be maintained
that while the ACS estimates are not suitable for pin-pointing
the exact absolute magnitude of each demographic variable,
they are useful for extracting trends over time, and, therefore,
appropriate for time-series analysis.
Our subsidy data comes from FCC’s Connect America
Fund Monitoring Report Supplementary Material. It documents the total dollars disbursed under the High-Cost
program and the Connect America Fund by program and
by year. There are currently 16 funds under the CAF. This
paper only considers broadband-related programs, which
include Alaska Plan, Alternative Connect American Cost
Model (CACM), Alternative Connect America Cost Model II
(CACM), Connect American Fund Phase II (CAF), Connect
American Fund Phase II Auction (CAF Auction), Broadband
Loop Support (BLS), Mobility Fund, High Cost Loop (HCL),
and Rural Broadband Experiments (RBE). Figure 6 shows
the distribution of total subsidies over 2014-2019 across
these programs. Due to the complexity and diversity of
the mechanisms and distribution channels of these various
programs as outlined in Appendix 2, this paper chooses to
focus on the size of subsidies and does not consider how
these subsidies are determined, distributed, and used.
Subsidy data is collected at the level of study area. A study
area is a geographic segment of an incumbent local exchange
carrier’s (ILEC) operations and generally corresponds to
an ILEC’s entire service territory within a state. Carriers
operating in more than one state typically have one study

VI. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Both random effects and fixed effects regressions are
performed. This paper prioritizes within-county variations
because it is rarely the case that between-unit variations will
yield plausible estimates of a causal effect, whereas counties
tend to differ systematically from one another in unobserved
ways, as indeed indicated by the Hausman test. Differences
in culture, geographic location, and terrain landscape could
all contribute to various broadband deployment and socioeconomic patterns. A fixed effects model eliminates all timeinvariant confounding factors and between-county variations.
Nevertheless, fixed effects estimates have larger standard
errors than random effects do. This is because random
effects use information both within and between counties,
whereas fixed effects essentially discard all between-counties
information. The fixed effects estimates could be imprecise
for two reasons: (1) independent variables, such as the percentage of seniors or minority population, vary greatly across
counties but have much less variation over time for each
county, and (2) these control variables are only documented
on an annual basis amounting to only five observations for
each county (Allison, 2009). As a result, random effects
estimates are also reported in this paper.
Table 2 presents the random effects estimates with the
number of providers, the number of high-speed providers,
and the broadband subscription rate, as the response variable.
All variables are in the natural log form except for the
dummies, as this allows us to interpret the coefficients in
terms of elasticities and make comparisons across different
variables.
The coefficient of the one year lagged total subsidy is
positive and significant across all three models. In particular,
the number of high-speed providers is more responsive to the
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total subsidy than the total number of providers (0.0382 >
0.01110), perhaps because there is a deployment requirement
associated with the recipient of a subsidy. All providers are
obliged to provide service at a speed of at least 25/3 Mbps.
Another reason might be that there are fewer high-speed
providers than normal providers to start with, and thus a one
percent increase in subsidy has a greater effect in terms of
the percentage change. Third, the elasticity of the broadband
subscription rate is very low (0.00450), meaning that it is
not very responsive to changes in total subsidy.

are disbursed to areas where not many providers are present
and broadband usage is less prevalent. Residents in counties
with lower median income tend to have fewer broadband
providers and lower subscription rates. As past studies have
argued, this might be due to that carriers expect profit to
be too low to support entry (Krizanovic et al., 2014; Liu
et al., 2018). Population density is positively associated
with higher numbers of (high-speed) providers and broadband subscription rates. This is in line with the consensus
that more densely populated areas have lower deployment,
production and maintenance costs which encourage private
investments, and the reverse is true for remote and rural areas

Regarding control variables, the coefficient of the subsidy
dummy is negative, which captures the fact that subsidies
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(Rendon, Schnir, and Xiong, 2016; Riddlesden and Singleton, 2014; Preeira, 2016). The proportion of below highschool education population is negatively associated with all
three response variables. Exploratory data analysis indicates
a negative relationship between the response variables and
the proportion of seniors as well as the proportion of African
American and Hispanic population. Their coefficients are
positive because these variations are accounted for by other
demographic variables.
Table 3 presents the result of fixed effects estimations. As
cumulative subsidies increase by 1 percent within counties,

the number of providers, the number of high-speed providers,
and broadband subscription rate grow by 0.01, 0.02, and
0.002 percentage points, respectively – all positive and
significant. Compared to the random effects model, most
control variables are no longer significant. In a five-year
period, changes above or below the county-level mean in
socioeconomic circumstances do not affect the broadband
market in meaningful ways. This is probably because a
county’s social, economic, and demographic traits tend to
remain stable in five years. The model is limited by the
data availability of Form 477, which has started to collect
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and record deployment data only since 2014. As time goes
on, with more time periods available, future research might
be able to discern the effect of socioeconomic changes on
broadband supply and demand.
Median income is one exception among the control variables. It remains to be the most significant and strongest
predictor for the number of (high-speed) providers and
broadband subscription rate in the model. This is consistent with the coefficient in the random effects model and
academic consensus. Senior proportion is another exception.
The negative coefficient is not what was expected, but it
is in line with the corresponding coefficient in the random
effects regression. Both models point to the conclusion
that the more significant driver behind the perceived digital
exclusion of seniors is not necessarily the increase in age.
Therefore, in addition to programs that articulate the value
of broadband or promote digital culture, and programs that
make sure American seniors are connected online, future
policies should pay special attention to the conditions of
seniors who are economically, racially, and educationally
disadvantaged.
It should be noted that in both random and fixed effects
regressions, higher subsidy levels do not seem to be as
effective in raising the broadband subscription rate, which is
the ultimate goal of the policy. The broadband subscription
rate remains almost unchanged even if subsidies double. This
suggests that it is not enough to increase fixed broadband
deployment on the supply side. To ensure that no Americans
are falling behind in the unfolding communication revolution, this finding implies that it is necessary to address the
problem of affordability. As previously discussed, half of
non-broadband adopters regard monthly costs of broadband
subscriptions as a major barrier in 2019. Furthermore, as
smartphones and mobile broadband are increasingly seen as
a substitute for fixed broadband, eight in ten non-broadband
users describe that they are not interested in subscribing in
the future. The reason might be that they are not aware of the
benefit of fixed broadband. Indeed, 60% of non-broadband
users have never had high-speed internet service at home in
the past. Given the small decline in the number of people who
are discouraged by the subscription price since 2015, firm
entry and market competition are apparently not sufficiently
robust to reduce the price to an affordable level in the past
four years.

is not effective in improving equilibrium outcomes in the
broadband market. Therefore, the FCC’s “modernization”
reform is inadequate in enhancing the efficiency of the
Connect America Fund. As billions of subsidies are expected
in the next decade, the FCC should take measures to address
the sluggish demand in the broadband market to make sure
that the newly deployed infrastructure is not standing idle.
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Labor Market Performance During the COVID-19 Pandemic:
State Policy, Compliance, and Social Behavior
Julian W. Klingen
Oberlin College
to achieve, not only because these measures were not part of
political platforms that citizens had a chance to vote on, but
also because non-complaint segments of the population may
be able to avoid much of the economic fallout. The design
of public policies needs to account for this.
This paper seeks to quantify the extent of the economic
fallout from non-pharmaceutical interventions and to what
extent they can be avoided by non-compliance. Specifically,
it focuses on U.S. labor market performance during the
COVID-19 pandemic. First, the effect of state-level policy
measures on county-level unemployment rates from January
to August 2020 is examined. The empirical strategy exploits the variation in the intensity of non-pharmaceutical
interventions across states and evaluates their impact on
unemployment in counties that share a state border. The
focus on these select counties should mitigate any omitted
variable bias (OVB).
Second, this study estimates the effect of compliance by
differentiating between the effects of de jure and de facto
non-pharmaceutical interventions. De jure interventions refer
to policies as officially set out in laws, regulations, and
guidelines, whereas de facto interventions refer to policies as
they are complied with in practice. To do so, compliance is
proxied by county-level voting in the 2016 presidential election. Republican officials publicly downplayed the severity
of COVID-19 and research links Republican party affiliation
with non-compliance. [2] document the importance of such
public statements for compliance. Furthermore, [16] [5], and
[13] establish the relationship between party affiliation and
adherence to non-pharmaceutical interventions during the
pandemic.
The findings show that the intensity of non-pharmaceutical
interventions modestly increases the unemployment rate, explaining only a fraction of the 11.1 percentage point year-onyear surge recorded for the U.S. in April 2020. Implementing
the most stringent measures possible would cause only a 3.9
percentage point rise in the unemployment rate.
The paper further suggests that poor compliance with
non-pharmaceutical interventions is likely one reason for
this modest impact. It tries to disentangle the effects of
de jure and de facto interventions, with party affiliation
as the proxy to distinguish between them. Interventions,
in Democratic counties, where compliance is presumably
high, have a maximum impact of five percentage points on
the unemployment rate, whereas less than one percentage
point in persumably less compliant Republican counties.

Abstract— The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in late
February 2020 in the United States constituted an unprecedented economic shock, in addition to the tragic loss of life,
and sparked a rapidly growing literature on the economic
implications. Exploiting county-level data in the U.S. from
January - August 2020, this paper examines labor market
performance in structurally similar counties situated along
state borders that were exposed to varying degrees of nonpharmaceutical interventions. The analysis yields two main
results. First, it finds that imposing the most stringent measures
possible increases the unemployment rate by 3.9 percentage
points. Second, compliance with non-pharmaceutical state interventions matters: compliance is proxied by counties’ voting
in the 2016 presidential election. The unemployment effect in
Republican counties is less than one percentage point, whereas it
amounts to a much larger five percentage points in Democratic
counties. As with other public policies, these findings underscore
the importance of designing non-pharmaceutical interventions
with a view to broad public compliance and enforceability to
avoid free-riding.

Keywords: COVID-19; Non-Pharmaceutical Intervention;
Unemployment; Compliance
JEL Classification Numbers: E24, H12, I18, E65
I. I NTRODUCTION
The unanticipated outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic
set off an economic shock of unprecedented proportion.
Governments around the world and in the U.S. were forced to
implement non-pharmaceutical interventions, such as school
and business closures, stay-at-home orders, and travel restrictions to contain the spread of the virus and protect their populations. These measures adversely affected macro-economic
performance as certain economic activities were restricted,
consumer spending plummeted, and unemployment soared
(Figure 1). However, other important factors, such as fear and
uncertainty surely also contributed to the economic slump.
Widespread non-compliance with non-pharmaceutical interventions quickly emerged as a key challenge for policy
makers. The high economic and social costs associated
with these interventions prompted resistance and calls to reopen the economy. When fighting a contagious disease like
COVID-19, the efficacy of policy interventions critically depends on everybody’s buy-in. However, this may be difficult
This paper satisfies the research component of the Oberlin College Honors
Program in Economics. The author thanks Shawn Rohlin for providing the
data that allowed identifying the counties that are located along borders
between U.S. states, and John Duca, Evan Kresch, and Martin Saavedra for
comments on earlier drafts. Any remaining errors or omissions are my own.
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Fig. 1: U.S. Unemployment Rate and Consumer Spending, January-August 2020
Note: This graph shows the national unemployment rate and nominal personal consumption expenditure for all goods and separately for
services from January to August 2020. The February 2020 drop line indicates when COVID-19 was detected in the United States.
Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis.

stay-at-home orders increases weekly initial unemployment
insurance claims by 1.9 percent of employment. Their findings explain a substantial, albeit small, share of the initial
overall rise in unemployment claims during the pandemic.
[14] compare consumer behavior based on cellular phone
records within the same commuting zone, but across state
and county boundaries with different policy interventions.
They find that legal restrictions explain only seven percentage points of the overall 60 percentage point decline in
consumer traffic. The main impact of shut-down orders is
a shift from non-essential to essential businesses.
A study examining the effect of political party affiliation
on outcomes during the COVID-19 pandemic is also pertinent. [22] investigates the relationship between mask usage
and COVID-19 deaths at the county-level. His identification
approach exploits the vote percentage received by Donald
Trump in the 2016 presidential election as an instrumental
variable for mask wearing. The findings indicate that a one
percentage point increase of people reporting frequent mask
wearing could reduce the number of COVID-19 associated
deaths in a county by 10.5 percent.
The principal contribution of the paper at hand is introducing the distinction between the effect of de jure and
de facto interventions. Like the IMF study, it seeks to
explain the impact of non-pharmaceutical interventions on
economic activity but adds to the literature by ensuring
relative homogeneity of observations along the lines of [14]
by focusing on counties that are situated at state borders, and
by exploiting party affiliation in a fashion similar to [22].

The remaining unexplained rise in national unemployment
is presumably due to other nationwide factors, such as fear
and economic uncertainty, which are not captured in this
analysis.
The study is part of a burgeoning literature examining the
economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. A body of
work has emerged on its effects on unemployment ([19], [8],
[11]), on inequality ([15], [6]), and on health ([12], [3], [17]).
Studies on labor market performance and inequality find a
strong negative association of the pandemic with joblessness
and ethnic minorities particularly affected by the disease.
Research on the health outcomes of public policy finds
that non-pharmaceutical interventions significantly reduce
COVID-19 infections and deaths.
The analysis in this paper is most closely related to research evaluating the effect of non-pharmaceutical interventions on various measures of economic activity both globally
and in the U.S. For example, a study by the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) ([10]) assesses the causes of the
economic contraction in a cross-county study. It uses highfrequency proxies for economic activity, such as Google’s
mobility data, to measure economic activity over time. The
authors use confirmed COVID-19 cases to measure voluntary
social distancing. They find that lockdowns and voluntary
social distancing behavior have a broadly equally important
effect on economic activity.
For the United States, [4] use high-frequency unemployment insurance claims to discern the economic effect of stayat-home orders. They document that each additional week of
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The focus on differing degrees of implementation highlights
the importance of compliance and the need to design and
package public policies that are accepted by the population
and enforceable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides background on the COVID-19 pandemic, with a
specific focus on the outbreak of the virus in the United
States. Section III describes the data and section IV discusses
the empirical identification strategy. Estimation results, extensions of the main empirical findings, and robustness
checks are presented in section V. Section VI concludes.

([20]). This was the largest macro-economic contraction in
the U.S. since the Great Depression of the 1930s. In the
equity markets, the S&P 500 index saw its steepest decline
since the 2008-2009 global financial crisis, falling 34 percent
between February 19, 2020 and March 23, 2020. In the
labor market, the national unemployment rate surged from
3.5 percent in February 2020 to a peak of 14.7 percent
in April 2020. However, the unemployment impact varied
markedly across regions, with some counties recording an
increase of over 20 percentage points compared to only
four percentage points in others (Figure 2). This likely
reflects regional differences in the intensity of the pandemic,
the extent of non-pharmaceutical interventions, and other
economic idiosyncrasies.
The economic plight has since reversed to some degree.
The federal government adopted sweeping fiscal support
measures with the $2.2 trillion Coronavirus Aid, Relief,
and Economic Security (CARES) Act signed into law on
March 27, 2020 and the $900 billion COVID Relief Bill on
December 27, 2020. Likewise, the Federal Reserve dramatically eased monetary policy by cutting its overnight interest
rate to zero and purchasing large amounts of public and
private sector debt via quantitative easing and several new
credit support programs. As these measures gained traction,
economic actors also learned how to operate under the
new circumstances, and restrictions were somewhat relaxed.
Consequently, U.S. equities recovered to new heights and
the national unemployment rate receded to 6.7 percent in
December 2020. However, employment remained 8.8 million
below the level a year earlier, many households continued to
struggle with putting food on the table and paying their rent,
and inequality rose sharply.

II. BACKGROUND
The proliferation of the SARS-CoV-2 virus resulted in the
COVID-19 pandemic, creating the largest global health crisis
since the outbreak of the Spanish Flu in 1918. The novel
virus was first reported in Wuhan, China in December 2019
and subsequently quickly spread to various regions in China,
and later to Europe and to the United States. Eventually
almost every country in the world was affected. The World
Health Organization (WHO) declared a pandemic on March
11, 2020.
The acute respiratory illness caused by the virus was
initially poorly understood, resulting in a slow reaction by
governments. But it became clear early on that it was highly
infectious, airborne, transmissible via asymptomatic carriers,
and much deadlier than the common flu. There were no
known treatments and hospitals were unprepared for the
surge in severely ill patients. In light of these unknowns,
policy makers were initially slow to react but rapidly ramped
up containment measures as the severity of the challenge
became clearer. At the end of 2020, the pandemic had
claimed 1.8 million lives globally, including 350,000 in the
United States.
A variety of different interventions were implemented at
the U.S. state-level. A national public health emergency
was declared on March 13, 2020, and community spread
was already well underway since the first cases in the U.S.
were detected in late January 2020, according to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). However, the
tangible policy response at the federal level remained largely
limited to the imposition of a travel ban with China on
January 31, 2020 and with most European countries by midMarch 2020. States filled this void by imposing their own
measures. For example, California, New York, and Ohio
went into complete lockdown through the implementation of
stay-at-home orders. Other states did not go to such lengths
and enacted lighter touch measures, such as banning indoor
dining, closing schools, and halting public transportation. By
way of illustration, measures in Florida were short-lived, with
people still enjoying spring break and beaches being closed
for a relatively short period.
The pandemic and the associated non-pharmaceutical interventions exerted a massive macro-economic shock. In the
second quarter of 2020, U.S. GDP contracted by 31.4 percent
quarter on quarter according to the Bureau of Economic
Analysis and shrank by 3.5 percent for the year as a whole

III. DATA
This section describes the data set used for gauging the
economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The analysis draws on a broad panel data set of observations in all 3,108 U.S. counties, excluding the 33 counties
in Hawaii and Alaska, over the eight-month period January
- August 2020. There are 24,864 data points. Most of the
analysis, however, restricts observations to counties along
state borders. Counties that touch two different state borders
are randomly assigned to one of them. This allows for a focus
on adjacent counties that are subject to different intensities
of non-pharmaceutical state interventions, but are otherwise
likely to share similar characteristics. This restricted data set
comprises 9,208 observations (Figure 3).
The economic impact of the pandemic is measured by
the geographic variation in unemployment rates during the
first eight months of 2020. Unemployment rates are available
dis-aggregated to the county-level and at monthly frequency.
County-level unemployment rates are published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) and based on monthly surveys
of approximately 50,000 respondents [7].
The stringency of non-pharmaceutical state interventions
is tracked through variables constructed by the Blavatnik
School of Government at the University of Oxford. These
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Fig. 2: County-level U.S. Unemployment Rate Distribution in January and April 2020
Note: This graph shows the distribution of county-level unemployment rates in the U.S. in January 2020 and April 2020. Source: U.S.
Bureau of Economic Analysis.

Fig. 3: U.S. Border County Sample
Note: The map indicates the sample of border counties used for most of the analysis, shaded in dark grey.

record the various policy interventions and guidelines at
the state-level, such as school closures, business closures,
stay-at-home orders, travel restrictions, public-gathering limitations, and recommendations to wear masks and avoid
public transport. Some of these indicators are recorded as
categorical variables, while others take the form of dummy
variables. They are then normalized on a scale from 0-100
and aggregated into a single stringency index with each of
them carrying equal weight. An index score of 0 indicates the
absence of any restrictive measures, such as in January 2020,
while a score of 100 is assigned to the highest possible level

of stringency. Further methodological details are available
online ([18]). Section A.I in the appendix details the policy
measures implemented in Ohio.
The data set also includes the number of COVID-19
associated deaths, which are compiled by the CDC based
on reports by state and local governments. The number of
monthly deaths is scaled by 100,000 of county populations.
Projected county-level populations for 2019 are published by
the U.S. Census Bureau ([21]).
Furthermore, 2016 county-level presidential election voting results, provided by the MIT Election Data and Science
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Lab, are part of the data set. They are included as they
may indicate compliance with non-pharmaceutical state interventions. The vote share received by Republican candidate
Donald Trump and Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton is
transformed into a 0,1 dummy variable, reflecting whether
Republicans or Democrats had the plurality of the votes in
the respective counties. Additional information on compliance with policy interventions and adherence to guidelines
is drawn from survey data published by the New York
Times. These data measure the share of people in each U.S.
county who responded always, frequently, sometimes, rarely,
or never to the question: “How often do you wear a mask
in public when you expect to be within six feet of another
person?” The survey includes 250,000 responses collected
between July 2 and July 14, 2020.
Table I provides some basic statistics about the key variables used in this paper. All variables display a fair amount
of variation. The mean unemployment rate has a mean of
7.36 percent with a 4.12 standard deviation. The stringency
index varies between 0 and 87.40 with a mean of 38.87. A
large share of the counties in the data set lean Republican
because most border counties tend to be rural. Key summary
statistics for the non-restricted data set can be found in Table
A.1 in the appendix.

restrict the data set to those counties that lie along a state
border. As explained in the seminal paper by [9], this
approach reduces the risk of omitted variable bias (OVB),
as the counties that share the same state border likely have
similar characteristics that would be too difficult to control
for.
The first estimating equation uses the sample of 1,151
border counties over the eight-month period (January August 2020) to estimate the following panel regression
specification:
U nempi,t = αb + γt + β1 ∗ Stringencyi,t−1

+ β2 ∗ Deathsi,t−1 + β3 ∗ InitialU nempi,Jan +
+ εi,t

where αb indicates border fixed effect; γt indicates time
fixed effects; U nempi,t denotes the unemployment rate for
county i at time t; Stringencyi,t−1 measures the average
state policy restrictions at time t − 1; Deathsi,t−1 is the
number of confirmed COVID-19 deaths at the end of each
month per 100,000 people in county i at time t − 1;
InitialU nempi,Jan is the unemployment rate in county i
in January 2020; and εi,t is an i.i.d. error term. Standard
errors are clustered at the state-level.
The specification lags state-level stringency and mortality
levels by one period, as the unemployment rate is likely
affected by observed policy restrictions and mortality in the
month prior. COVID-19 associated deaths are included in the
panel regression estimation because they indicate the severity
of the virus at the county-level, thereby capturing the level of
fear and the associated economic slowdown. This indicator
has more explanatory power for county-level unemployment
than the number of infections – initial bottlenecks in the
testing capacity gave rise to an underestimation of the
pandemic’s severity in the early months but less so later on.
This would have likely biased the results and weakened the
significance of the parameter.
The above specification is estimated with time and border
fixed effects. This allows controlling for the influence of national time trends and time-invariant regional idiosyncrasies.
While using county fixed effects instead of border fixed
effects would have even better controlled for unobserved
county idiosyncrasies, this would have the obviated breaking
out the effect of pertinent county characteristics that remain
constant over time, such as political party affiliation. Therefore, much of the analysis uses border fixed effects, while
controlling for the pre-pandemic unemployment rate of the
county as the most pertinent time-invariant characteristic.
The coefficient of interest β1 is expected to be positive
and statistically significant. Greater stringency of state containment measures will hurt businesses and prompt them to
lay off some of their employees. Similarly, counties with
higher per capita deaths should exhibit more unemployment
the next period due to the higher prevalence of the disease
in the region. This would imply a positive and significant
coefficient β2 .

TABLE I: U.S. Border County Summary Statistics
(1)
N

(2)
Mean

(3)
SD

(4)
Min

(5)
Max

Unemployment Rate (percent)

9,208

7.356

4.120

0.400
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Stringency (index, 0 - 100)

9,208

38.87

25.41

0

87.40

Republican (dummy)

9,208

0.847

0.360

0

1

Deaths (per 100,000 population)

9,208

4.184

11.74

0

225.5

Always Wear a Mask (percent)

1,151

0.494

0.152

0.146

0.889

Variable

(1)

IV. E MPIRICAL S TRATEGY
The outbreak of the COVID-19 pandemic in early 2020
constituted a large exogenous shock to the world economy.
In response to the unknown threat, governments hastily
introduced containment measures. This paper exploits exogenous variation in these non-pharmaceutical state intervention
across U.S. states to gauge their impact on labor market
performance, which constitute a more homogeneous sample
than those cross-country studies. It does not only focus on the
de jure interventions but also takes into account how closely
the population de facto adheres to them. Political party
affiliation serves as a proxy for compliance, as Republicans
are found to have been less inclined than Democrats to
follow orders and guidelines issued by authorities during the
pandemic ([16], [5], [13]).
In a first step, the unemployment effect of de jure interventions is analyzed without taking into account the degree of
compliance with them. A second step adds compliance as an
extra explanatory variable to break out the marginal effects
of stringency measures and compliance. Both estimations
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However, the coefficients may not be large enough to
explain the entire cross-county variation in unemployment
if there are other important factors behind the adverse labor
market developments. This includes economic uncertainty,
which gives rise to reduced demand and loss of income,
non-pharmaceutical interventions at the national level, fiscal
and monetary policy support measures, the adaptation of
businesses and employees to the new circumstances, and fear
driven by national and international developments. Most of
these factors equally affect all counties and are therefore
absorbed by the time fixed effects. More generally, the
regression specification with time fixed effects does not lend
itself to capture the evolution of unemployment over time.
The second estimating equation extends the analysis by
accounting for compliance with non-pharmaceutical interventions. It is proxied by political party affiliation. Throughout the pandemic, the Republican party has been hesitant to
take contagion precautions seriously. A nationwide survey
conducted by the PEW Research Center finds that 49 percent
of Republicans always wear a mask compared to 89 percent
of Democrats.
To empirically confirm the validity of the proxy, the
following OLS regression for 1,151 observations in July
2020 – the month when the New York Times survey was
conducted – is run:
AlwaysW earM aski,July = γi + δ1 ∗ Repi

+ δ2 ∗ Stringencyi,July

To mitigate the potential econometric issues associated
with OVB, the empirical strategy relies on analyzing only
counties that lie on a state border. However, because the
restricted data set excludes a large number of counties, it is
possible that analyzing all U.S. counties could yield different
results. To assess this possibility, the regressions are re-run
using the full data set for all continental U.S. counties as a
robustness check in section V, C.
V. R ESULTS
The results largely confirm the priors discussed in the
previous section and exploit the restricted data set of border counties. The main regression analysis finds a positive
and reasonably strong effect from the stringency of nonpharmaceutical interventions on unemployment. The validity
of the political party affiliation as proxy for compliance
with non-pharmaceutical interventions is confirmed. The
unemployment effect turns out to be strong and statistically
significant in Democratic counties as opposed to Republican
ones. Extended analysis approaches the role of political party
affiliation from a different angle by running two regressions:
one using only the data for Republican counties, and one using only the data for Democratic counties. Again, stringency
is found to have a larger unemployment effect in Democratic
counties. The section concludes by subjecting these analyses
to robustness tests, which consider clustering standard errors
at the county-level and exploiting the non-restricted data set
of all continental U.S. counties.

(2)

A. Main Results

+ δ3 ∗ Deathsi,July + εi

where AlwaysW earM aski,July is the percentage of people in county i who responded that they always wear a mask
in public when they expect to be within six feet of another
person; Repi is a dummy variable that takes on the value 1
if county i voted for Republican candidate Donald Trump in
the 2016 presidential election and 0 otherwise; and εi is the
error term. Standard errors are robust.
Once the validity of the proxy is established, the analysis
proceeds to incorporate the compliance aspect by running
the following panel regression specification:
U nempi,t = αi + γt + β1 ∗ Stringencyi,t−1

+ β2 ∗ Deathsi,t−1 + β3 ∗ InitialU nempi,Jan

+ β4 ∗ Repi + β5 ∗ Stringencyi,t−1 ∗ Repi + εi,t
(3)
where the variable Stringency ∗ Repi,t interacts this
dummy with the stringency index; and εi,t is an i.i.d. error
term. Standard errors are clustered at the state-level.
β1 , β2 , and β3 are expected to be positive and significant.
β5 , the coefficient on the interaction term, should be negative if Republican counties are less diligent in complying
with non-pharmaceutical interventions. In this specification,
β1 and (β1 + β5 ) would indicate the marginal effect of
stringency measures in Democratic counties and Republican
counties, respectively. There are no priors as to the sign of
β4 .
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Table III shows the results from three different regressions.
Column 1 of Table III indicates the effect of de jure stringency on the labor market with county-level fixed effects
and state-level clustered standard errors. This specification
finds a 0.0391 marginal effect of stringency on the unemployment rate. This means that imposing the most stringent
measures possible, i.e. a stringency index value of 100, would
increase the county-level unemployment rate by almost four
percentage points. And the average level of stringency during
the sample period lifted the unemployment rate by 1.52
percentage points. The coefficient is significant at the 5
percent level. The number of COVID-19 related deaths is
also positively associated with higher unemployment. At
the April 2020 sample mean of 6.35 deaths per 100,000
of population, the effect on the unemployment rate was
0.16 percentage points. This specification uses county and
time fixed effects. County fixed effects have the advantage
of improving model fit as they parsimoniously account for
unobserved time-invariant county characteristics. However,
they do not allow the analysis to exploit potentially insightful county-level diversity, such as political party affiliation,
which is constant over the sample period.
As an intermediate step towards considering political party
affiliation explicitly, the specification as per Equation 1
replaces county fixed effects with border fixed effects and
adds the initial unemployment rate as a control. Column
2 of Table 3 shows the results of the regression run with

TABLE III: Unemployment Effects of Stringency and Party
Affiliation

state-level clustered standard errors. The effects of stringency
and deaths on unemployment remain positive. Deaths remain
significant at the one percent level, while stringency is
no longer significant. The marginal effect of stringency is
now more modest. Imposing the maximum possible level of
stringency would raise the county-level unemployment rate
by 1.8 percentage points.

Variable
Stringency
Deaths
InitialUnemp

Before discussing the estimated effects of de facto interventions, the validity of party affiliation as a proxy for
compliance needs to be established. Running the estimation
specified in Equation (2) shows a significant negative association of Republican Party affiliation and mask wearing
frequency. This remains true even when controlling for
stringency or stringency and deaths. Specifically, the share of
respondents saying that they always wear masks is between
14 and 17.5 percentage points lower in Republican counties
than in Democratic ones.

Rep
Rep * Stringency

(1)
-0.174***
(0.0111)

(2)
0.0179
(0.0141)
0.0274***
(0.00716)
0.741***
(0.0414)

(3)
0.0505***
(0.0128)
0.0172***
(0.00556)
0.743***
(0.0440)
0.537**
(0.233)
-0.0440***
(0.00705)
8,057
0.692
Yes

Observations
8,057
8,057
R-squared
0.784
0.675
Border FE
Yes
County FE
Yes
Month FE
Yes
Yes
Clustered standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Yes

B. Extension of Main Results

TABLE II: Contrasting Responses to Mask Usage Based on
Political Affiliation, July 2020
Variable
Rep

(1)
0.0391**
(0.0154)
0.0256***
(0.00721)

The previous section highlighted the significant difference
between the effect of de jure and de facto non-pharmaceutical
interventions on the county-level unemployment rate. The
sum of the coefficient on Stringency and Rep∗Stringency
indicates that the reduced adherence to state-policy intervention in Republican counties greatly diminishes the unemployment effect. This section examines the issue of compliance
from a different angle to provide further insight on how
non-compliance reduces the unemployment effect of nonpharmaceutical interventions.
The extended analysis divides the restricted data set into
two subsets: one comprising only Democratic counties and
the other only Republican counties. Regressions as specified
in Equation (1) are estimated separately for both subsets
and results are reported in Table IV. For ease of comparison, Column 1 in Table IV restates the results from the
regression with the interaction term based on the data set
for both Democratic and Republican counties (Column 3
Table III). The results of running estimating Equation (1)
using only Democratic counties are shown in Column 2
of Table IV. This specification finds a marginal unemployment effect of non-pharmaceutical interventions of 0.0415
in Democratic counties. This suggests that if the maximum
possible stringency was implemented in Democratic counties
the unemployment rate would increase by just over four
percentage points. The coefficient is significant at the one
percent level. The number of COVID-19 associated deaths
and initial unemployment rates continue to have positive and
significant effects.
Column 3 shows the results of running the same regression
on the subset of Republican counties. Now, the intensity
of non-pharmaceutical interventions has a weaker unemployment effect. Stringency is no longer significant and is
estimated to only have a marginal unemployment effect of
0.00572. This suggests that imposing maximum stringency in
Republican counties would increase the unemployment rate

(2)
-0.142***
(0.0103)
5.21e-05***
(3.63e-06)

(3)
-0.139***
(0.0105)
Stringency
5.24e-05***
(3.65e-06)
Deaths
0.000663*
(0.000381)
Observations
1,151
1,151
1,151
R-squared
0.170
0.302
0.305
Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

The specification in Column 3 of Table 3 now proceeds
to consider the de facto effects of non-pharmaceutical interventions by running the regression specified in Equation
(3) with state-level clustered standard errors. In this setup, the coefficient on Stringency represents the marginal
effect on the unemployment rate in Democratic counties.
The large and significant value of 0.0505 suggests that if
maximum policy measures were applied, the county-level
unemployment rate would increase by just over 5 percentage
points. For Republican counties, one needs to consider the
sum of the coefficients on Stringency and the interaction term
Rep ∗ Stringency. The unemployment effect of imposing
maximum stringency measures in Republican counties is a
mere 0.65 percentage points. The difference in the unemployment effect of de facto and de jure interventions appears very
large. The coefficient on the Republican dummy variable
suggests that, on average, Republican counties have a higher
unemployment rate by 0.5 percentage points. The number
of deaths and initial unemployment rate continue to exhibit
positive and significant coefficients.
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TABLE IV: Extended Results – Unemployment Effects of Stringency and Party Affiliation

Variable
Stringency
Deaths
InitialUnemp
Rep
Rep * Stringency
Observations
R-squared
County FE
Border FE
Month FE
Data

(1)
0.0505***
(0.0128)
0.0172***
(0.00556)
0.743***
(0.0440)
0.537**
(0.233)
-0.0440***
(0.00705)
8,057
0.692

(2)
0.0415***
(0.0132)
0.0281***
(0.00747)
0.799***
(0.102)

(3)
0.00572
(0.0141)
0.0111*
(0.00623)
0.755***
(0.0490)

(4)
0.0471***
(0.0158)
0.0236***
(0.00815)

(5)
0.0294*
(0.0153)
0.0131**
(0.00578)

1,232
0.724

6,825
0.685

1,232
0.808
Yes

6,825
0.781
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Both
Only Dem
Only Rep
Only Dem
Clustered standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Yes
Only Rep

strate that the findings are not sensitive to clustering standard
errors along a different dimension, or to using the nonrestricted data set comprising all continental U.S. counties.
Clustering standard errors has become common practice
in the applied economic literature when residuals within a
cluster are susceptible to correlation. However, it is often not
clear along which dimension to cluster as discussed by [1].
The main analysis clusters at the state-level to avoid spatial
correlation, arising from all counties in a given state being
exposed to the same non-pharmaceutical interventions – the
treatment effect. Alternatively, one could cluster at the county
level so avoid auto-correlation, which can emerge when the
error term from a county in one month is correlated with the
error term of the same county in the next month. Column
2 of Table V reports the regression output when standard
errors are clustered at the county-level. The estimation of the
coefficient does not change from the baseline specification
(Column 1 Table V), but standard errors become smaller and
significance rises further. On a more general note, standard
errors arise when clustering is introduced. Indeed, when
running the baseline specification without any clustering,
standard errors are even smaller (Column 3 Table V).
In a second robustness check, the regression specifications
used in the main analysis is applied to the non-restricted
data set comprising all continental U.S. counties. While
the analysis of U.S. border counties and the use of border
fixed effects in Equation (1) reduces the possibility of OVB,
this approach may introduce sampling bias and excludes
a large number of observations. The regression results for
the unrestricted data set are provided in Table VI. All
coefficients of interest remain significant, retain their signs,
and are of similar magnitude. The relative magnitudes of the
unemployment effect of de jure interventions and de facto
interventions remain intact. Hence, the regression results of
Equation (1) also seem robust to sampling bias and sample
size.

by 0.56 percentage points, if at all. The number of deaths
plays only half the role in Republican counties that it does
in Democratic ones, perhaps indicating that Republicans take
the virus less seriously and therefore adapt their economic
behavior to a lesser degree. The initial unemployment rate
has a similar influence in both subsets.
Next, Equation (1) is re-run for Democratic and Republican counties separately but this time with county fixed
effects. This specification omits the initial unemployment
rate to avoid collinearity. Column 4 of Table IV shows the
results for Democratic counties, which are little changed. The
marginal unemployment effect of stringency is now slightly
larger at 0.0471 and remains highly significant. Column 5
of Table IV shows the result for the Republican counties.
They are materially affected by the introduction of county
fixed effects. The unemployment effect of stringency is now
markedly higher at 0.0294 and becomes significant at the
10 percent level. The introduction of county fixed effects
improves the control for differences in counties’ economic
structure. Therefore, one interpretation for the unemployment
effect becoming significant in Republican counties could be
that they have an economic structure that tends to be less
effected by stringency measures. For example, they may rely
heavily on the agricultural sector as opposed to leisure and
hospitality industries.
The extended analysis re-confirms the role of compliance
in the unemployment effect of stringency. As in the main
results section, the coefficient on Stringency is smaller
for Republican counties, and may not be significant. In
Republican counties the influence of deaths and stringency
measures are more muted compared to their Democratic
counterparts.
C. Robustness Check
The robustness checks considered in this section explore
two different variations of the main analysis. They demon39

TABLE V: Clustering Standard Errors

Variable
Stringency
Deaths
InitialUnemp
Rep
Rep * Stringency

(1)
0.0505***
(0.0128)
0.0172***
(0.00556)
0.743***
(0.0440)
0.537**
(0.233)
-0.0440***
(0.00705)
8,057
0.692
Yes
Yes

(2)
0.0505***
(0.00583)
0.0172***
(0.00383)
0.743***
(0.0346)
0.537***
(0.141)
-0.0440***
(0.00407)
8,057
0.692
Yes
Yes
Yes

Observations
R-squared
Border FE
Month FE
SE Cluster County
SE Cluster State
Yes
Clustered standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

(3)
0.0505***
(0.00420)
0.0172***
(0.00279)
0.743***
(0.0194)
0.537***
(0.138)
-0.0440***
(0.00270)
8,057
0.692
Yes
Yes

TABLE VI: Unemployment Effects of Stringency and Party Affiliation for All Counties
Variable
Stringency
Deaths
InitialUnemp

(1)
0.0391**
(0.0154)
0.0256***
(0.00721)

(2)
0.0422**
(0.0159)
0.0195***
(0.00711)

(3)
0.0179
(0.0141)
0.0274***
(0.00716)
0.741***
(0.0414)

(4)
0.0419**
(0.0159)
0.0280***
(0.00828)
0.765***
(0.0584)

8,057
0.784

21,756
0.780

21,756
0.668

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

8,057
0.675
Yes

Rep
Rep * Stringency
Observations
R-squared
Border FE
County FE
Month FE
State FE

Yes

Yes
Yes
Clustered standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

VI. C ONCLUSIONS

(5)
0.0505***
(0.0128)
0.0172***
(0.00556)
0.743***
(0.0440)
0.537**
(0.233)
-0.0440***
(0.00705)
8,057
0.692
Yes

(6)
0.0691***
(0.0140)
0.0186**
(0.00737)
0.776***
(0.0511)
0.0306
(0.206)
-0.0377***
(0.00576)
21,756
0.687

Yes

Yes
Yes

techniques.
Exploiting the cross-county variation in nonpharmaceutical interventions, the analysis suggests that
de jure interventions have a statistically significant, albeit
modest, adverse effect on the unemployment rate. Maximum
stringency is found to increase the unemployment rate by
3.9 percentage points and by 2.7 percentage points at the
April 2020 sample mean. Health fears generated by the virus
are also believed to contribute to the economic slowdown.
However, the analysis finds that such effects are not strongly
driven by the number of deaths at the county-level, but
presumably rather by national developments.

This paper provides important insights on the role of nonpharmaceutical state interventions on labor market performance during the COVID-19 pandemic in the U.S., where
the unemployment rate rose from 3.5 percent in February
2020 to 14.7 percent in April 2020. More stringent intervention policies, including measures such as closing local
retail stores and restaurants, imposing guidelines to stay at
home, curfews, and travel restrictions, markedly lowered
economic activity. The analysis finds an adverse countylevel unemployment effect of state policies, by analyzing
counties on different sides of state borders. The results are
robust to using a broader data set comprising all continental
U.S. counties, as well as employing different econometric

The findings in this study offer a more nuanced understanding of the unemployment effects of non-pharmaceutical
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interventions by taking into account compliance and studying
the effect of de facto interventions. Republican Party officials
have, in general, been ambivalent about interventions and
individual precautions, and wary about their impact on economic activity. Qualitative studies and additional empirical
analysis presented in this paper suggest that Republican
counties are indeed less compliant with such measures and
are generally less concerned about the virus. Based on these
findings, compliance with policy measures can be proxied
by county-level voting in the 2016 presidential election. In
Democratic counties, maximum stringency implies a fivepercentage point increase in the unemployment rate compared to only a 0.5 percentage point rise in Republican
counties where compliance is low and implementation may
be lax. The analysis leaves open whether non-compliance
occurs at the individual level or whether local officials choose
not to full enforce state policies and guidelines.
This finding has noteworthy policy implications. Democratic counties seem to be shouldering a disproportionate
economic burden for containing the proliferation of the virus
within the U.S. and paving the way for eventually returning
to economic normality. In contrast, Republican counties free
ride to some extent. Policy makers should therefore consider
better enforcement, fostering public awareness, and choosing
measures that are more readily accepted by the general
public.
The findings and subsequent policy recommendation presented in this paper are subject to certain limitations and
there is room for further research. There may be additional
explanations for the modest effect of stringency measures in
Republican counties, such as the different sector composition of economic activity or unequal access to government
support measures, such as the Pay Roll Protection Program
(PPP). While data limitations do not allow the analysis to
control for such characteristics, and the analysis relies instead
on fixed effects, which, however, are difficult to interpret.
The empirical approach of this paper does not allow for
the exploitation of the time dimension of unemployment
developments. Exploring the dynamic unemployment effects
of policies, including federal support measures, general uncertainty, and the adjustment of economics agents to the
pandemic, is left for further research.
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access to nursing homes was severely restricted. In July,
the stringency measures remained unchanged. In August,
stringency fell slightly as larger public gatherings became
permissible and schools began to open, however, still with
many restrictions.

A. A PPENDIX
A. Stringency Index in Ohio

B. Supplemental Material
TABLE A.1: All County Summary Statistics
(1)
N

(2)
Mean

(3)
SD

(4)
Min

(5)
Max

Unemployment Rate (percent)

24,864

7.401

4.177

0.400

41

Stringency (index, 0 - 100)

24,864

38.94

25.28

0

87.40

Republican (dummy)

24,864

0.844

0.363

0

1

Deaths (per 100,000 population)

24,864

4.259

12.44

0

280.3

Always Wear a Mask (percent)

3,108

0.508

0.152

0.115

0.889

Variables

Note: This table shows the summary statistics for key variables
across of U.S. mainland counties from January - August 2020.

Fig. A.1: Ohio State-Level Stringency, January-August 2020
Note: This graph shows the state-level stringency index score for
the state of Ohio from January-August 2020.

The following paragraph provides a detailed description
of the policy measures enacted each month in Ohio from
January to August 2020. This serves to provide more insight
behind the policy measures that generate the specific statelevel stringency index score in a given month. In January,
when stringency was at its lowest, the Ohio Department
of Health elevated COVID-19 to a class A disease. Additionally, two students arrived at the Miami University
of Ohio from China and exhibited COVID-19 symptoms
and were quarantined. In February, stringency in the state
increased slightly as the Governor Mike DeWine told state
agencies to begin taking measures to slow the spread of the
disease. However, no concrete policies were put in place.
In March, many policy actions were taken by the state,
which caused the stringency index score to rise rapidly. These
measures included: the closure of all K-12 schools, closure
of all bars and restaurants, limitations on mass gatherings
to 50 people, closure of nail and hair salons, cancellation
of the Arnold Sports Festival and all other sporting events,
and cancellation of all university-sponsored travel. In April,
stringency increased further as several measures, such as the
introduction of a stay at home order, extending the closure
of K-12 schools, and mandating a 14 day quarantine for
people entering Ohio, were introduced in addition to the
measures already in place. In May, several policy measures
were relaxed and stringency receded. For example, retail
businesses were allowed to operate with limited capacity,
outdoor dining and bars was permitted, fitness centers reopened, and the stay-at-home order was rescinded. However,
some more stringent measures, such as regular testing of staff
at nursing homes, was introduced. In June, more measures
were loosened: day camps were allowed to open, county
fairs opened, and casinos opened. However, testing became
more encouraged, even for those with mild symptoms, and
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such as Kuwait and the UAE, which did not experience
large-scale protests, combined gains in schooling with relatively healthier labor markets in the years leading up to the
Arab Spring (Campante and Chor, 2012). The increase in
education and decrease in labor market opportunities is also
supported by studies showing a gap between educational and
social intergenerational mobility in Arab countries (World
Bank, 2018; Driouchi et al., 2016).
Many of the challenges faced by youth in their transition
to adulthood are a result of failures in economic and institutional environments, which potentially contributed to the
frustrations that ultimately lead to the uprisings. For example,
Assaad and Krafft (2014) shows there is a large divide
in Egyptian youth transitions into adulthood (specifically
education, employment, and family formation) based on
privilege, social class, and family background. The study
cites previous research in Egypt and Jordan which shows
that employment transitions are significantly impacted by
educational attainment and gender. The study also mentions
the general increase in educational attainment and decline
in labor market opportunities for the more highly educated,
adding that employment transitions may often involve a long
period of unemployment.
This paper explores how exposure to large-scale protest
movements or major political events changes the face of
political activists and relates to future trends in political
engagement. I explore which characteristics of individuals’
socioeconomic backgrounds play a larger role in predicting their level of political participation, and whether these
characteristics differ between countries or settings that are
more significantly affected by large-scale protest movements
relative to countries that are mostly unaffected. To answer
these questions, I use the Arab Spring as a major example
of a mass uprising spanning multiple countries and conduct a difference-in-differences analysis of socioeconomic
determinants of political engagement such as age, education
level, labor market outcomes, and family background. I
compare the characteristics of individuals who have a higher
likelihood of protesting and engaging in politics in countries
that experienced large-scale protests in 2011 (Arab Spring
countries), relative to individuals in countries that are in the
same region but were not directly affected by the Arab Spring
protests (non-Arab Spring countries). I argue that the results
are descriptive rather than causal, and explore the trajectory
of political participation across countries with more versus

Abstract— This paper explores the individual and social
determinants of political engagement across the Middle East
before and after the Arab Spring. Using the Arab Spring as
an example of a mass uprising spanning multiple countries, I
conduct a difference-in-differences analysis of socioeconomic
determinants of political engagement in the Middle East. I
examine the relationship between socioeconomic characteristics
such as age, education, and labor market outcomes and an
individual’s level of political engagement and civic participation.
I compare the political engagement of individuals in countries
that experienced large-scale protests in 2011 (Arab Spring
countries) to that of otherwise similar individuals in countries
that are in the same region but were not directly affected (nonArab Spring countries) using data from the World Bank, World
Values Survey, and Arab Barometer. I find that Arab Spring
exposure is associated with an 8.2 percentage point increase
in political engagement through protesting, but there are
heterogeneous effects across different Arab Spring countries.
I also find that more highly educated individuals, especially
those with a college education, are more likely to participate
in protests and demonstrate an interest in politics across both
Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring countries. College education
is associated with a 6.38 percentage point increase in the
likelihood of protesting and 13 percentage point increase in
attention to politics relative to secondary education. Lastly, I
find that unemployment correlates with higher levels of political
engagement across both Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring
countries.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In late 2010 and 2011, large-scale pro-democracy protests
swept across the Middle East and North Africa (MENA)
region calling for an end to corruption and authoritarian
rule, and an expansion of economic opportunities and civil
liberties. This movement later became known as the “Arab
Spring”. The Arab Spring has significant political, economic,
and social implications for the region, and raises questions
regarding trends in political engagement in the Middle East.
For many of the Arab countries that experienced largescale protests – including Tunisia and Egypt – there was
a change in years of schooling that was above the global
median, in addition to unemployment rates also above the
median and a lower employment-to-population ratio in the
years leading up to the protests. Egypt and Yemen had
particularly unrewarding labor markets for those who were
relatively more skilled and highly educated; college-educated
immigrants to the US from Yemen and Egypt earned significantly more than their otherwise similar counterparts who
remained in their home country. On the other hand, countries
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less intense uprisings in 2011.
Building on prior work on the political economy of protest
movements, I explore the individual and social determinants
of political engagement across the Middle East before and
after the Arab Spring. I test whether individuals in Arab
Spring countries are more likely to actively engage in
protests, petitions, and boycotts, and more likely to express
an interest in politics after 2011 than individuals in non-Arab
Spring countries that are otherwise similar in terms of age,
education level and employment status. In addition, I study
whether individuals in Arab Spring countries are more likely
to have higher levels of education and a higher percentage
of people who continue to higher education, and whether
higher education is associated with higher levels of political
engagement. In terms of labor market trends, I expect that
Arab Spring countries have higher unemployment in the pre2011 period, since unemployment is a factor that theoretically sparked the protests to begin with (Campante and Chor,
2012). Finally, I test whether unemployment is associated
with higher levels of political engagement, especially in Arab
Spring countries.
I find three main results. First, at the individual-level, I
find that higher protest participation and political engagement
persist in Arab Spring countries in the years following 2011
relative to non-Arab Spring countries. Next, I find that individuals with higher educational attainment are more likely
to engage in protests and petitions, and express an interest
in politics across both Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring
countries. The magnitude of this relationship is greater for
college education than for secondary education. Lastly, I find
that unemployment is also associated with greater political
engagement.
Economic and institutional failures create an environment
that is not conducive to a strong private sector that could
provide good jobs. In addition, the education system does
not provide relevant or adequate skills that can improve labor
market prospects for graduates. Finally, the rigidity and lack
of dynamism in the labor market leads to inefficient resource
allocations, which therefore limit productivity, wages, and
benefits (Assaad and Krafft, 2014). In addition, education
in Egypt is supposedly free, but additional spending is
often required to succeed, which further increases economic
inequalities in education and can potentially affect these
youth transitions and future labor market outcomes (Assaad
and Krafft, 2015). In this paper, I explore whether some of
these differences in outcomes such as educational attainment
are predictive of individuals’ level of political engagement
or participation.

countries, and explain how it has or has not changed since
the mass demonstrations of 2011. I show that Arab Spring
countries had higher levels of unemployment in the years
leading up to 2011 relative to non-Arab Spring countries,
with these trends persisting in the years that followed.
Next, I contribute to the literature on the relationship
between political engagement and individual-level education
and labor market outcomes. The most closely related work is
a study of the connection between education levels and the
economic environment as a key determinant of the protests
that swept across the MENA region in 2011 (Campante and
Chor, 2012). Campante and Chor mention that there are
several possible determinants of instability, such as GDP and
economic performance, years in power of the incumbent,
size of the youth population, corruption, and freedom of the
press, but argue that higher education levels coupled with
unmet aspirations due to low labor market prospects are
what really made the Arab world poised for revolution. They
cite previous evidence that people with higher educational
attainment exhibit higher levels of participation in political
activities, stating that this relationship is likely to be causal.
In addition, they explain that higher education does not
mean more economic opportunity; the Arab region was
characterized by expansion in schooling coupled with limited
labor market opportunities in the years leading up to the Arab
Spring, and people were graduating faster than jobs could be
created.
Campante and Chor (2012) also argue that weak economic
conditions are likely to lead to more participation in protests
from highly-skilled or highly-educated people due to a lower
opportunity cost of political action and unrest. When people
are highly educated and not rewarded for this education
through promising labor market outcomes, political participation is relatively less costly. Greater education at the country
level is associated with greater individual participation in
political activities, with this relationship being even more
pronounced when combined with poor labor market conditions. However, there is currently limited empirical research
on the causal nature of this relationship.
In this paper, I extend Campante and Chor’s work by
estimating the correlation between an individual’s education
level and political engagement, and understanding whether
this relationship differs between countries with different
levels of exposure to large-scale protest movements. In
addition, Campante and Chor’s analysis is based on trends
in education and political engagement in the years leading
up to the Arab Spring. I expand on this by providing an
understanding of whether these trends persisted in the years
that followed. I find that education is correlated with greater
political engagement across both Arab Spring and non-Arab
Spring countries, with a larger effect for college education
than secondary education, suggesting that this opportunity
cost argument is a potential explanation.
More broadly, there is conflicting evidence on the relationship between higher educational attainment and political engagement. Larreguy and Marshall (2017) uses a differencesin-differences design that leverages variation across local

II. R ELATED L ITERATURE
This paper contributes to several strands of literature on
the political economy of protesting and political engagement. First, I contribute to the understanding of aggregate
macroeconomic conditions that set the stage for the Arab
Spring. I provide an overview of the economic context,
specifically as it relates to educational opportunities and labor
market outcomes, in both Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring
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government areas and gender in the intensity of a 1976
universal primary education reform in Nigeria to show that
better educated citizens pay more attention to politics, are
more likely to vote, and are more involved in community
associations. However, another study which uses a regression discontinuity design in Chile shows that the effect
of education on political participation is statistically zero
(Solis, 2013). Other evidence also suggests that education
decreases political participation in electoral authoritarian
regimes, specifically in Zimbabwe (Croke et al., 2016). In
all, existing research suggests that while education increases
political awareness and support for democracy, educated
citizens are more likely to criticize the government and
support opposition parties as opposed to engaging in political
activities that might seem futile or legitimize autocrats. I
consider which of these possibilities holds true in the context
of political engagement in the Middle East, and whether
education increases or decreases political engagement as well
as differences in education’s effect on political engagement
between Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring countries.
Third, I contribute to the literature on the dynamics of
protest and long-term persistence in political engagement
after exposure to large-scale protest movements. In terms
of the effect of sustained protests on popular support for
democracy, there is evidence that in Egypt, one of the
Arab Spring countries, people held less favorable attitudes
to democracy following sustained protests in their district
(Ketchley and El-Rayyes, 2021). There is also evidence
to suggest that participation in a protest within a political
movement increases subsequent protest participation, and
that this relationship is causal and influenced by social
networks (Bursztyn et al., 2019). I expand on this work
by providing an understanding of how protest trends might
differ across countries with different levels of exposure to
large-scale protest movements. I test whether Arab Spring
countries have higher levels of political participation in the
years following the Arab Spring, even if there are shifts in
public opinion or popular support for democracy. Results
suggest that political participation at the individual level
persists in the long-term in Arab Spring countries, and higher
political engagement persists relative to non-Arab Spring
countries.
The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2
provides background information on the Arab Spring and
the economic conditions in the MENA region in the years
leading up to 2011. Section 3 outlines the empirical strategy,
including a description of the data and methodology. Section
4 explains the results of the difference-in-difference analysis.
Section 5 concludes.

Revolution” in the media. Protestors expressed their dissatisfaction with the lack of economic opportunity, corruption
in government, and autocratic rule. The Tunisian government responded to the protests by using violence against
the protestors, and around 300 people were killed during
the unrest. The Tunisian government also offered political
and economic concessions in an attempt to suppress the
movement. However, the multiple weeks of sustained mass
demonstrations culminated in the stepping down of then
President Zine Al-Abidine Ben Ali in January 2011. The
protests in Tunisia were later followed by protests in Egypt,
Syria, Libya, Bahrain, and Yemen. The term “Arab Spring”
was coined to describe the protest movement that swept
across the Arab world and called for economic opportunity
and democratic reform.
Protests erupted very briefly in Algeria after the onset of
the protests in Tunisia, but they dissipated quickly and did
not coalesce into widespread popular calls for regime change
(Henry and Ji-Hyang 2013, 104). Many scholars initially
expected that Algeria would experience neighborhood effects
from Tunisia and spillover of Arab Spring protests due to
widespread discontent towards the government, but this was
not the case. The lack of an Arab Spring effect in Algeria
is attributed to factors such as oil rent redistribution policies
by the Algerian regime and a general fear of the military,
the possibility of returning to civil war, and moving towards
political Islam (Henry and Ji-Hyang 2013, 111).
Shortly after Ben Ali’s resignation, similar protests started
in Egypt, calling for the stepping down of then President
Hosni Mubarak. The protests in Egypt started on January
25th, a day which was previously a national holiday known
as “Police Day”, which celebrated the police’s protection
of Egyptians as they resisted British forces in 1952. Similar to Tunisia, the Egyptian government cracked down on
protestors and provided concessions in an effort to appease
them. However, the army later refused to use violence against
protestors, and Hosni Mubarak stepped down after losing the
support of the military.
The Arab Spring countries experienced vastly different
trajectories following 2011. Syria and Yemen both descended
into still ongoing civil wars which has resulted in a humanitarian crisis in both countries. Egypt held elections and
briefly transitioned into democracy with Mohamed Morsi as
the country’s first democratically elected president, but the
regime was overthrown in a military coup in 2013. Tunisia is
the only Arab Spring country which successfully transitioned
to democracy, although it is not without challenges and
many Tunisians today express in public opinion surveys that
they are not as optimistic about the social and economic
conditions in the country as they were shortly after the Arab
Spring.
Even though the Arab Spring protests occurred over
several weeks between 2010 and 2011, it is important to
understand the political and economic context in Arab Spring
countries in the years leading up to the protests, which set
the stage for the rise of the movement. The protests were
largely driven by economic frustrations and dissatisfaction

III. BACKGROUND
A. General Background on the Arab Spring
In December 2010, Tunisian street vendor Mohamed
Bouazizi committed suicide through self-immunition to
protest treatment by local authorities. This sparked protests
throughout Tunisia, which became known as the “Jasmine
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with the government. The next subsection explains labor
market trends in the years leading up to and following 2011.
B. Labor Market Trends
As seen in Figures 1 and 2, Arab Spring countries had
relatively higher total unemployment and youth unemployment rates in the decade leading up to the Arab Spring,
and experienced a relatively sharp rise in both total unemployment and youth unemployment between 2010 and 2011
when compared to non-Arab Spring countries. Arab Spring
countries experienced an increase in youth unemployment
between 2008 and 2010 that was larger than the increase
for non-Arab Spring countries. Although it is possible that
some of the increase in unemployment in 2011 could have
potentially been caused by the onset of the protests and the
resulting political instability, it is also evident that higher
unemployment trends persisted between 2012 and 2019 for
Arab Spring countries while remaining relatively low for
non-Arab Spring countries. One potential explanation is that
even though many of the protests were calling for economic
opportunity, specifically an increase in employment opportunities, the demands of the protests were not actually fulfilled,
resulting in a persistence in high unemployment rates.

Fig. 2: Youth unemployment, expressed as a percentage of
the total labor force ages 15-24, from 2000 to 2019 in Arab
Spring countries and non-Arab Spring countries.
of these trends in employment as determinants of political
engagement.

Fig. 3: Male and female unemployment, expressed as a
percentage of the male labor force and female labor force
respectively, from 2000 to 2019 in Arab Spring countries
and non-Arab Spring countries.

Fig. 1: Total unemployment, expressed as a percentage of the
total labor force, from 2000 to 2019 in Arab Spring countries
and non-Arab Spring countries.

C. Public Opinion
There have been notable shifts in public opinion across
multiple Arab countries regarding the perceived effects of
the Arab Spring on the MENA region. Public opinion polls
conducted by Zogby Research Services show that during
and immediately following the Arab Spring, many people
surveyed in Arab countries thought that the region was
“better off” as a result of the Arab Spring. However, in 2018,
there was an increase in the percentage of respondents saying
that the Arab Spring made the Arab world “worse off”, as
well as the percentage of people saying that their economic
situation is worse than it was five years ago.
In Tunisia specifically, there was a decline between 2011
and 2013 in the number of people saying they were “hopeful”
about the effect of the revolution on their country. Even

When unemployment trends are disaggregated by gender,
it is evident that female unemployment is consistently higher
than male unemployment for both the Arab Spring and nonArab Spring group. In addition, there is an overall decline
in male unemployment in both the Arab Spring and nonArab Spring group from 2000 to 2010, followed by a sharp
increase in male unemployment in Arab Spring countries in
2011 which has remained consistently high for the following
years. Female unemployment in the non-Arab Spring group
has been increasing steadily over the 20-year period, but still
remains consistently lower than female unemployment in the
Arab Spring group. Similar to male unemployment, female
unemployment in the Arab Spring group had a sharp increase
between 2010 and 2011. I attempt to show the significance
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though people in other Arab countries largely consider
Tunisia an Arab Spring success story, the percentage of
Tunisians saying that their country is moving in the right
direction has declined. In addition, substantial majorities of
the population do not have confidence in institutions such as
the military, police, judiciary, religious establishment, media,
and parliament.
Public opinion polling in Egypt shows a similar decline
in optimism regarding the results of the Arab Spring. Early
in 2011, 85% of survey respondents in Egypt said they were
“hopeful” that the country will be better off in five years
as a result of the Arab Spring. However, that declined to
around 46% by mid-2013. In 2013, there was high trust
in the military but division over whether it should oust
Mohamed Morsi and assume control. In 2018, the majority
of respondents said they think the country is heading in the
wrong direction, they are worse off than they were five years
ago, and have low trust in institutions.
Overall, these trends in labor market outcomes and shifts
in public opinion provide a motivation for the analysis of
political engagement trends, and the empirical framework
for this analysis is explained in the next section.

Survey contain survey responses from 21,074 individuals in
total, 15,951 of which are in the fourth and fifth waves - and
hence the pre-period, and 5,123 of which are in the postperiod.
The Arab Barometer (AB) is a survey which has been
conducted across the Middle East since 2006 and provides
insight on political, social, and economic attitudes of ordinary citizens across the Arab world. I use a subset of Arab
Barometer data containing survey responses from Algeria,
Jordan, Lebanon, Morocco, Sudan, and Yemen. Although
there are additional countries included in the Arab Barometer
surveys, I only use data from countries for which there
is at least one pre-intervention survey wave and one postintervention survey wave. I use all five completed waves of
the AB survey, spanning the years 2006 to 2019, for a total
of 46,982 observations.
Lastly, I create a combined dataset that includes survey responses from both the AB and WVS surveys, since
there is some overlap between the questions asked in both
surveys. For example both the World Values Survey and
Arab Barometer contain questions asking about whether
individuals have participated in various activities indicative
of political engagement, such as protests. In addition, they
both contain information on respondents’ employment status
and education level. The combined dataset has 68,056 observations. See the appendix for more details on the survey
questions used to create the combined dataset.
To assess different levels of political participation, I use
survey questions which ask about participation in protests,
petitions, and boycotts as well as interest in politics as a
proxy for political engagement. The protest, petition, and
boycott variables equal 1 if a survey respondent has reported
participating in a protest or petition at least once within
the last few years, 0 if they have not participated, and
missing if they refused to answer or were unsure. The
variable measuring interest in politics equals one if a survey
respondent said that politics are slightly important, important,
or very important (or in the case of the WVS if a responded
said they had a slight, moderate, or strong interest in politics).
The value is zero if the respondent reported little or no
interest in politics, and missing if they refused to answer.
For labor market outcomes, I use survey questions asking
respondents whether they work, what type of job they have,
and if they are not working, the reason for not working.
I then create a new variable which takes on a value of
one if a respondent is unemployed and zero otherwise,
to understand the relationship between unemployment and
political participation. The purpose was to understand trends
in political participation for people who are searching for
a job and unable to find one, rather than people who are
not in the labor force. This relates to the hypothesis of
unmet aspirations due to higher education coupled with
unemployment as a driving force for political participation
(Campante and Chor 2012).
Lastly, for education levels, both the WVS and AB include
a question on the highest education level attained by the
survey respondent, which listed out all possible categories

IV. E MPIRICAL S TRATEGY
A. Data Description
I use data from the World Bank World Development
Indicators (WDI) for 18 MENA countries from 2000 to 2019
to visualize pre-intervention trends in education and labor
at the macro level, and compare these with trends in the
post-period. The countries are Algeria, Bahrain, Egypt, Iraq,
Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Libya, Morocco, Oman, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, Sudan (and South Sudan), Syria, Tunisia, the
United Arab Emirates, and Yemen. I use WDI panel data on
indicators such as unemployment, school enrollment, labor
force participation rates among different age groups, and
employment in different sectors. This data set includes a total
of 360 observations.
For measuring the relationship between various education
levels and labor market outcomes and political engagement
at the individual level, I use the World Values Survey and
Arab Barometer surveys.
The World Values Survey (WVS) is a questionnaire administered in around 100 countries and measures political,
social, economic, and cultural values, as well as how these
values change over time through different survey waves. I use
a subset of the WVS containing data from countries in the
Middle East, specifically Egypt, Iraq, Jordan, and Morocco,
from wave four which was conducted between 1999 and
2004, wave five which was conducted between 2005 and
2009, and wave six which was conducted between 2010 and
2014. The data collection period for the countries of interest
was between 2000 and 2004 for the fourth wave and between
2006 and 2008 for the fifth wave. Even though the sixth wave
of the survey started in the pre-intervention period (2010),
the fieldwork and data collection for the countries used in
this paper were all conducted in 2012 and 2013, after the
intervention. Together, all three waves of the World Values
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(illiterate, primary education, vocational training, secondary
education, college education, advanced degree). I construct
new dummy variables specifically for secondary and college
education, which take on a value of one if the respondent
has achieved that level of education and zero if not. One
assumption in this setup is that people who have a college
education also have secondary education. In other words,
if the college variable takes on a value of one, then the
secondary variable also takes on a value of one, but the
opposite is not true.

engaging in protests, petitions, and boycotts, and expressing an interest in politics. I compare differences between
individuals in Arab Spring countries and non-Arab Spring
countries that are otherwise similar in terms of education
level and employment status. To study this question, I use
the following regression equation:
yict = β0 + β1 (post2011t ∗ arabspringc ) + β2 (age)it
+ β3 (male)it + β4 (secondary)it
+ β5 (college)it + β6 (ue)it
+ β7 (college ∗ ue)it + θt + θc + ei

B. Methodology

In this specification, y represents an individual’s likelihood
of engaging in each of the activities I use as indicators
of political engagement (protests, petitions, and boycotts)
as well as their likelihood of saying that they find politics
important. For education level, I run regressions using two
different dummy variables; one indicates whether an individual received any secondary education (1 if yes and 0
otherwise), and another indicates whether an individual received any college-level education (1 if yes and 0 otherwise).
Lastly, ue is a dummy variable indicating whether a person
is unemployed. I also use country-level fixed effects since
it is assumed that the data is correlated within-country, and
this removes time invariant differences across countries in the
propensity to participate in activities indicative of political
engagement.
Next, I look at how educational attainment relates to
political engagement, and expect that Arab Spring countries
are more likely to have a higher percentage of people
who continued to higher education (Campante and Chor
2012), and that higher education levels are associated with
greater political engagement. In addition, I expect that the
Arab Spring group has higher unemployment in the preperiod, and that unemployment is also associated with greater
political engagement, especially when coupled with high educational attainment. In other words, I expect the interaction
term between college education and unemployment to be
positively correlated with political engagement, especially in
Arab Spring countries.
For all regressions, I use wild cluster bootstrap standard
error estimation due to the small number of countries present
in the World Values Survey and Arab Barometer. Finally, for
the merged dataset using both surveys, I add an indicator for
whether an observation is from the World Values Survey (1
if it is from the WVS, 0 if it is from the Arab Barometer).
One caveat is that although this paper uses a differencein-differences approach to test the hypotheses, the results
cannot be interpreted as causal or a direct result of the
Arab Spring protests, partially due to the limitations posed
by the data and the possibility that Arab Spring exposure
is endogenous to socioeconomic determinants of protest
participation. For the World Values Survey, there are two
survey waves in the pre-intervention period (2000-2009) and
one survey wave in the post intervention period (2011-2014),
which makes it difficult to isolate the Arab Spring protests
as the only change or intervention happening between the

For this paper, I split countries in the Middle East and
North Africa into two groups based on the extent to which
they were influenced by the Arab Spring. The first group
consists of the six main Arab Spring countries, which experienced large-scale uprisings, civil unrest, and violence in
2011, and many of their rulers were deposed. This includes
Bahrain, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Syria, and Yemen. The
second group includes non-Arab Spring countries, which
either had no protests at all, or some sporadic, small-scale
street demonstrations that were not necessarily calling for
regime change. This includes Algeria, Iraq, Jordan, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Morocco, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, and
the United Arab Emirates. For example, Algeria, Morocco,
Lebanon, and other countries experienced sporadic protests
which were not sustained and did not match the level of
mass-mobilization which was present in the six main Arab
Spring countries (Henry and Ji-Hyang 2013, 34). The group
split is based on consensus in previous literature on which
countries are considered to be the main Arab Spring countries
(Henry and Ji-Hyang 2013, 34).
To investigate whether different types of people are more
politically engaged before and after the Arab Spring, and
whether this differs for Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring
countries, I use a difference-in-differences strategy. The
reason for choosing a difference-in-differences methodology
is that it exploits the variation in the levels of exposure
to large-scale protest movements among these two groups
of countries outlined earlier. The outcome of interest is an
individual’s level of political engagement and participation,
measured through survey questions asking about someone’s
likelihood of joining protests, joining boycotts, signing petitions, and paying attention to politics. The control variables
are a person’s education level, age, and employment status,
which are also measured through relevant survey questions.
The intervention starts in 2011 for all Arab Spring countries.1
I study the degree to which levels of political engagement
and socioeconomic determinants of political engagement
change when individuals are exposed to mass protests. I measure political engagement through the likelihood of actively
1 Although the protests in Tunisia started in December 2010 after a fruit
vendor set himself on fire to protest mistreatment by the government, all of
the pre-period data points in the surveys are before December 2010, and all
the post-period data points are after 2011, so in the analysis, it is assumed
that 2011 is the intervention year for all countries.
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different waves of the survey. In addition, many countries of
interest were only added to the Arab Barometer survey waves
after 2011 and therefore cannot be included in the analysis
due to the absence of a pre-intervention data point. The
limitations of the data and the verification of key assumptions
for difference-in-differences analysis are explained in further
detail in the next section.

B. No Reverse Causality Between Exposure to Arab Spring
and Outcomes of Interest
For the first set of analyses, the outcomes of interest are
political engagement and the likelihood of paying attention
to and caring about politics, with the independent variables
being socioeconomic indicators such as age, gender, education, and labor market outcomes which are correlated with
different levels of political engagement. The intervention is
assumed to be the onset of the Arab Spring in 2011. For
this assumption to hold true, it should not be the case that
an increase in political engagement or inherent change in
political engagement trends in Arab Spring countries are
what led to the Arab Spring, since this would imply reverse
causality. This assumption is likely to hold given that the
Arab Spring is believed to have been sparked by economic
frustrations and a tight labor market (Campante and Chor,
2012), not by prior changes in political engagement in the
countries which experienced large-scale protests.

V. V ERIFYING K EY A SSUMPTIONS FOR A
D IFFERENCE - IN -D IFFERENCES A NALYSIS
A. Parallel Trend Assumption
To test that the Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring country
groups have parallel trends in political engagement in the
pre-intervention period, I conduct a test for pre-trends in
the correlation between education and labor outcomes and
political engagement level for individuals in the Arab Spring
and non-Arab Spring group before the intervention in 2011.
To test for pre-trends, I use the following specification:

C. Composition of Intervention and Comparison Groups is
Stable for Repeated Cross-Sectional Design

yict = β0 + β1 (wave5t ∗ arabspringc ) + β2 (age)it

Although the split of countries into two groups was not
determined by a specific dataset, it is based on consensus
in the literature about which countries are considered Arab
Spring countries. This composition of the Arab Spring and
non-Arab Spring groups is stable before 2019. However, during 2019, Sudan and Algeria experienced large-scale protest
movements calling for significant government reforms, and
these movements were frequently compared to the 2011
Arab Spring protests. Some social scientists described these
movements as a “second wave” of the Arab Spring. This
means that Sudan and Algeria move from the non-Arab
Spring group to the Arab Spring group in 2019. Since the
analysis in this paper is conducted based on data collected
before 2019, the composition is stable for repeated crosssectional design.

+ β3 (male)it + β4 (secondary)it
+ β5 (college)it + β6 (ue)it

+ β7 (college ∗ ue)it + θt + θc + ei
Similar to the main regression equation outlined earlier,
y represents participating in protests, petitions, or boycotts,
or demonstrating an interest in politics. The World Values
Survey contains two survey waves in the pre-intervention
period, waves 4 and 5. To test whether the parallel trends
assumption holds true, I create a wave5 variable which takes
on a value of one if the survey wave is 5 and a value of
zero if the survey wave is 4, and this represents a time
variable for a difference-in-differences. The wave5*treated
interaction term takes on a value of one if a country is an
Arab Spring country and the observation is part of wave
5. In order for the parallel trends assumption to hold true,
the coefficient for the wave5*treated interaction term has to
be statistically insignificant. If it is statistically significant,
this would imply that there is a change in trends in political
engagement between the Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring
groups in the pre-intervention period.
When this pre-trends test is conducted with protests,
petitions, or interest in politics as the outcome variable y,
the interaction term coefficient is not statistically significant,
which verifies the parallel trends assumption. Table 1 shows
the results of the test for pre-trends. At the 5% significance
level, there are no differences in pre-period trends in Arab
Spring and non-Arab Spring countries using wild clustered
standard errors. However, when boycott is used as the
outcome variable, the coefficient is statistically significant
and negative, which means that countries in the Arab Spring
group experienced a sharper decline in boycott participation
in the pre-intervention period than the non-Arab Spring
group, and the trends are not parallel.

D. No Spillover Effects
The assumption of having no spillover effects between
the two groups is difficult to verify empirically. It cannot
be said with certainty that non-Arab Spring countries were
completely unaffected by the Arab Spring. Several government leaders in non-Arab Spring countries — such as
Morocco, Algeria, and Jordan — rushed to enact policies
and reforms in an attempt to appease their populations and
preemptively prevent the spread of Arab Spring protests into
their countries. This is one potential example of a spillover
effect.
In another example, there is some evidence of changes in
public opinion in non-Arab Spring countries as a result of
the Arab Spring. Public opinion polls conducted by Zogby
Research Services show a change in which issues or policy
areas are considered important for the respondents’ countries.
In 2002, most respondents across the Arab world prioritized
issues focused on individual well-being, including education,
their personal economic situation, and healthcare. When a
similar question was asked in 2011 while the Arab Spring
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Table 1: Summary of test for parallel trends in participation in protest, petition, boycott, and interest in politics using World
Values Survey in the pre-period (omitted country for fixed effects: Iraq)
protests were taking place, “ending corruption and nepotism”
became a high-priority issue in five out of the seven countries
surveyed, which included countries in the non-Arab Spring
group. This is another example of potential spillover effects
since changes in public opinion in the non-Arab Spring group
following the mass protests in the Arab Spring group could
potentially be correlated with socioeconomic determinants of
political engagement, and hence the main outcome variable
of political engagement itself.
Since the presence of spillover effects violates assumptions
required for causal inference, the use of causal inference to
draw conclusions about the effect of the Arab Spring on
political engagement is not appropriate in this analysis.

verify empirically. This is because the data is sparse, the
individual-level surveys do not represent all of the countries
in the sample, and the surveys are conducted in waves rather
than in regular intervals leading up to and following the
intervention. In addition, another challenge which further
complicates the analysis is that even though I use the same
survey waves for all countries and treat them as “preintervention” and “post-intervention” data points, conducting
the fieldwork and administering the questionnaires took place
in different years for each of the countries, even if the results
are documented in the same survey wave. This means that
the same survey wave captures data from different points in
time for each of the countries included in the analysis.

E. Other General Assumptions

VI. R ESULTS
A. Results Using the World Values Survey
To understand the socioeconomic determinants of political
engagement in the Middle East and differences in trajectories between Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring countries,

The assumption that the Arab Spring was the only change
or intervention that marks a difference between the countries
in the Arab Spring group and the countries in the non-Arab
Spring group in the post-intervention period is difficult to
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I conduct a difference-in-differences analysis of political
engagement. Table 2 shows the results of the difference-indifferences for participation in protests, petitions, or boycotts
and an interest in politics, controlling for sex, age, education
level, and unemployment, using data from the World Values
Survey. The World Values Survey includes a subset of
countries in the region, with Egypt in the Arab Spring group,
and Iraq, Jordan, and Morocco in the non-Arab Spring group
group.
There is a notable difference in political participation
levels between Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring countries.
Individuals in Arab Spring countries, specifically in Egypt,
are 8.19 percentage points more likely to report participating in protests relative to otherwise similar individuals in
non-Arab Spring countries. In other words, Egyptians are
protesting more after 2011 relative to before 2011 when compared to individuals of a similar age group and educational
background in the non-Arab Spring countries represented in
the dataset, but these results do not clearly indicate which
subsets of the population are driving this increase in political
engagement. Egyptians are also 9.89 percentage points less
likely to sign a petition, and there is a 44.1 percentage
point increase in the likelihood of thinking that politics
are important, and demonstrating an interest in politics.
The difference-in-differences coefficient for participating in
a boycott is not statistically significant. Finally, men are
8.23 percentage points more likely to think that politics
are important across both groups of countries. Age is not
a statistically significant predictor of political engagement,
which is a surprising result since previous literature suggests
that younger people are often more politically engaged and
were the main demographic group participating in the Arab
Spring protests (Campante and Chort, 2012).
In terms of the relationship between education and political engagement, results show that across both the Arab
Spring and non-Arab Spring groups of countries, people with
secondary or college education are 11.5 and 19.6 percentage
points more likely to express an interest in politics and say
that politics are important to pay attention to, respectively.
However, secondary and college education are not statistically significant predictors of participation in protests, petitions, or boycotts using the World Values Survey. However,
it is worth noting that additional robustness from bootstrap
standard error estimation reduces the statistical significance
of some of these results.

statistically significant difference-in-differences in protesting,
signing petitions, or having an interest in politics between
the Arab Spring and non-Arab Spring groups for individuals
who are otherwise similar in terms of education.
The Arab Barometer results suggest that there is a statistically significant relationship between college education
and three indicators of political engagement: protests, petitions, and interest in politics. College-educated individuals
across both groups of countries are 6.56 percentage points
more likely to participate in protests, 7.71 percentage points
more likely to sign petitions, and 8.06 percentage points
more likely to say that politics are important compared to
non-college-educated individuals. The correlations between
secondary education and all three indicators of political engagement are not statistically significant, suggesting that for
the countries in the Arab Barometer data, college education
is a stronger explanatory variable for political participation
than secondary education.
Another result to note is that men are more likely than
women to participate in protests, sign petitions, and say
that politics are important. In addition, people who are
unemployed are more likely to protest. To test whether
there is a relationship between sex and unemployment which
increases political participation, I incorporate an interaction
term between sex and unemployment into the model. The
variable takes on a value of 1 if a person is male and unemployed, and 0 otherwise. A statistically significant positive
coefficient suggests that unemployed men are more likely
to participate in protests and therefore may be an important
segment of the population driving the increase in political
participation seen in the results of the analysis from the
World Values Survey.
C. Results Using the Combined World Values Survey and
Arab Barometer Dataset
When the Arab Barometer and World Values survey responses are combined into a single dataset, the significance
in the difference-in-differences coefficients seen in Table 2
disappears. Table 4 shows the results of the difference-indifferences in participation in protests or petitions and an
interest in politics, controlling for sex, age, education, and
unemployment using the combined dataset. Results show no
statistically significant difference in changes in protest and
petition participation or interest in politics between the Arab
Spring and non-Arab Spring groups. In addition, similar to
the results in Table 3, men are more likely than women to
participate in protests, sign petitions, and express an interest
in politics across both groups of countries.
One potential explanation for insignificant difference-indifferences is that the countries in the Arab Spring group
have different patterns in their political engagement trends.
The World Values Survey only included Egypt in the Arab
Spring group and the difference-in-differences coefficients
were significant, and the Arab Barometer included Egypt
and Yemen but the difference-in-differences coefficients were
insignificant. To test whether the results change based on
the makeup of the countries in the Arab Spring group in the

B. Results Using the Arab Barometer
Table 3 shows the same difference-in-differences analysis
using data from the Arab Barometer. Arab Barometer data
contains a larger subset of countries, with some overlap
with the sample of countries in the World Values Survey.
Egypt and Yemen are in the Arab Spring group, and Algeria,
Lebanon, Sudan, Iraq, Jordan, and Morocco are in the nonArab Spring group. In addition, the Arab Barometer contains
similar variables for protest and petition participation used
as a proxy for political engagement, but no variable about
joining boycotts. Results from the Arab Barometer show no
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Table 2: Summary of results for protest, petition, boycott, and interest in politics using World Values Survey (omitted country
for fixed effects: Iraq)
data, I try dropping Yemen from the combined World Values
Survey and Arab Barometer dataset, only keeping Egypt in
the Arab Spring group.
Table 4, which includes the combined data from both
surveys, also shows a statistically significant positive correlation between secondary and college education and the
same three indicators of political engagement. Secondary
education is associated with a 4.60 percentage point increase
in protest participation, 3.15 percentage point increase in
petition participation, and 5.87 percentage point increase in
interest in politics. The effects are even larger for college
education: a 6.38, 6.76, and 13.0 percentage point increase
in protesting, petitions, and interest in politics respectively.
There are differences in the relationship between unemployment and political participation based on which data

is included in the analysis. Table 2, which uses the World
Values Survey, shows that unemployment is not a significant predictor of political engagement based on the protest,
petition, boycott, and interest indicators. However, based
on results from Table 4, which uses the combined dataset,
unemployed individuals are 3.98 percentage points more
likely to participate in protests, but there is no statistically
significant relationship between unemployment and signing
petitions or expressing an interest in politics. In addition,
even though college education and unemployment are both
associated with higher likelihood of protest participation, the
interaction term for the joint effect of college education and
unemployment on protest participation is not statistically
significant. The difference in the results between Table 2
and Table 4 is another potential example of differing trends
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Table 3: Summary of results for protest, petition, and interest in politics using Arab Barometer (omitted country for fixed
effects: Yemen)
based on the composition of countries included in the dataset,
since the World Values Survey and Arab Barometer contain
different countries.
To understand differences in trends between countries
within the Arab Spring group, I drop Yemen from the
combined dataset so that the Arab Spring group only contains

Egypt but uses data from both surveys. Table 5 shows
that there is still no statistically significant difference in
protest trends between both groups of countries, but the
results for signing petitions and expressing an interest in
politics are significant. Individuals in Arab Spring countries
are 9.03 percentage points less likely to sign petitions, but
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Table 4: Summary of results for protest, petition, boycott, and interest in politics using combined Arab Barometer and World
Values Survey Data (omitted country in fixed effects: Yemen)
38.9 percentage points more likely to express an interest in
politics.

and Arab Barometer is small compared to the number of
countries in the region, and the Arab Spring group only
contains two countries at most even though there are six
main Arab Spring countries. This means that the results
might not necessarily be generalizable for the entire region
given the limitations of the data. In addition, Egypt and

D. Limitations
There are several limitations to this analysis. First, the
sample of countries included in both the World Values Survey
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Table 5: Summary of results for protest, petition, boycott, and interest in politics using combined Arab Barometer and World
Values Survey Data without Yemen (omitted country in fixed effects: Algeria)
Yemen are only a subsection of the Arab Spring countries,
and the trends in Egypt and Yemen might not hold true in
other Arab Spring countries, especially if the assumption of
heterogeneous treatment effects across countries is correct.
In other words, if Egypt and Yemen are not a representative
sample of the Arab Spring group, the interpretation of the
results cannot be generalized to Arab Spring countries as a
whole.

Second, the coefficients for the difference-in-differences
variable should be interpreted with caution. As previously
mentioned, there are several assumptions required for causal
inference which might not hold true in this study given the
difficulty of empirically verifying all of those assumptions
with the available data. The difference-in-differences should
be interpreted as a correlation between exposure to largescale protest movements and trends in political engagement,
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rather than as an outcome directly caused by the large-scale
protests, unless the assumptions for causality hold true.
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I use the Arab Spring as a natural experiment and exploit
variation in levels of exposure to the 2011 protests across
the Middle East to show that individuals in Arab Spring
countries are more likely to participate in protests, sign
petitions, and express interest in politics using data from the
World Values Survey. However, when the Arab Barometer is
added, those results become insignificant, suggesting heterogeneous effects of the Arab Spring on countries which were
exposed to it. In addition, there is consistent evidence across
both groups of countries that higher educational attainment
is correlated with a higher level of interest in politics,
and evidence from the Arab Barometer that secondary and
college education are also correlated with higher likelihood
of participating in protests and signing petitions, with the
effect being larger for college education.
These results contribute to the literature on the relationship
between education, labor market outcomes, and political
engagement, as well as the literature on using previous
exposure to large-scale protest movements as a predictor of
future protest participation.
One potential direction for future research is to study
how the dynamics of political participation and labor market
outcomes might vary across countries with more versus less
democratic outcomes following the Arab Spring. Among
the countries that experienced large-scale uprisings during
the Arab Spring, many did not successfully transition to
democratic governance. Tunisia is widely considered to be
the last surviving democracy of the Arab Spring. In order to
study political participation as well as labor market outcomes
for countries that succeeded in transitioning to democracy
relative to those that did not, one potential comparison is
unemployment outcomes in Tunisia, which democratized,
and Egypt, which did not. Previous evidence shows that
democracies pay higher wages, and this persists both across
countries and over time within a country and suggests that
political competition and participation seem to be the driving
forces behind this result (Rodrik, 1999). Another study shows
that democracy has a positive effect on growth, specifically
on outcomes such as GDP per capita, and this seems to
be driven by greater investments in capital, schooling and
health (Acemoglu et al., 2019). This analysis would further
the understanding of whether Tunisia’s successful transition
to democracy is associated with better labor market opportunities for youth after the transition relative to the same age
group before the transition.
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VIII. A PPENDIX A: TABLES AND F IGURES

2 to 1, so that the dummy variable indicates whether a person
has participated at all, regardless of the number of times. I
changed values of 3 to 0, and 97-99 to missing. For the
interest in politics variable, I group 2-“interested” and 1“very interested” into one category with a value of 1, and 3
and 4 take on a value of 0. Values of 97-99 are changed to
missing.
When constructing the combined dataset, I appended the
observations from the Arab Barometer to the observations
from the World Values Survey, adding a dummy variable
indicating which survey an observation comes from.

Fig. 4: Age distribution by protest participation and education level using the World Values Survey (no significant
differences in the age distributions)
IX. A PPENDIX B: C ONSTRUCTING THE C OMBINED
AB-WVS DATASET
This section provides further detail on the specific questions used from the World Values Survey and Arab Barometer, and steps for constructing the combined dataset. For
measuring political engagement through protest and petition
participation, and interest in politics, I use the following
questions from the World Values Survey: To create the

dummy variables for protest, petition, and boycott participation, I use the responses from questions V134-V136 and
change any responses of 2 and 3 to 0, so that the variables
take on a value of 1 if the survey respondent has participated
in the activity. I change all values of 4 to missing.

To create the dummy variables for protest and petition
participation using the Arab Barometer, I changed values of
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The Impact of Liquidity Constraints on Job Seekers’ Reservation Wage
Giovanni M. Topa
Columbia University

relatively low unemployment (the SCE runs from 2013 to
the present, while the NJUI covers the period right after the
Great Recession, taking place during 2009/10). The NJUI
allows me to perform a longitudinal analysis, exploiting
within-person variation in respondents’ liquidity-constrained
status to better control for worker heterogeneity. I find three
interesting results from my empirical study. First, liquidityconstrained unemployed workers have reservation wages
24% lower than non-liquidity-constrained unemployed workers on average. Second, liquidity-constrained individuals
engaged in on-the-job search have reservation wages 6.4%
lower than non-liquidity-constrained individuals engaged in
on-the-job search on average. These two results match the
predictions of my model qualitatively. Third, there are small
but statistically significant within-person effects of liquidityconstrained status on reservation wages.
The literature is quite scarce when it comes to directly
estimating the impacts of liquidity constraints on individuals’
reservation wages. [9] and [7] find that household expenditure and food expenditure after job loss are affected by the
replacement ratio of unemployment benefits. Furthermore,
[9] find that this effect is stronger for households with no
assets at the time of job loss. This would suggest that a
lack of liquidity is a real concern for those recently laid
off and this in turn would impact job search behavior for
these agents. While this is more of an anecdotal piece of
evidence for the potential impact of liquidity constraints, [14]
find that, as is predicted by a standard job search model,
search effort on the job market among the recipients of
unemployment insurance spikes at the benefit exhaustion
point. This suggests that changes in liquidity can have an
impact on job market behavior. [17] offers further evidence
that an individual’s liquidity impacts job search behavior as
well as outcomes. [17] finds that workers with greater access
to credit markets take longer to find a job, suggesting that
liquidity-constrained individuals accept jobs more quickly,
which is consistent with the idea that such individuals cannot
afford to remain on-the-job market for a long period of time
(perhaps foregoing the possibility of finding a better job
match). Furthermore, conditional on finding a job, workers
with greater access to credit markets earn more at their new
job, which suggests a better job match. [6] study the impact
of wealth on reservation wages. However, wealth may not
be a good measure of an individuals liquidity-constrained
status due to the phenomenon of wealthy hand-to-mouth
individuals studied in [18].
There are a number of papers in addition to those men-

Abstract— I use novel data from the Survey of Consumer
Expectations, conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, and data from the Survey of Unemployed Workers in
New Jersey, both of which directly elicit individuals’ reservation
wages to study the effects of being liquidity constrained on
reservation wages. I find three important facts: (1) liquidityconstrained unemployed workers have reservation wages almost
25 percent lower than non-liquidity-constrained unemployed
workers on average; (2) liquidity-constrained individuals engaged in on-the-job search have reservation wages about 6
percent lower than non-liquidity-constrained individuals engaged in on-the-job search on average; and (3) there are small
but statistically significant within-person effects of liquidityconstrained status on reservation wages. I adapt a standard
McCall search model to allow for liquidity constraints and find
that the predictions of the model match the empirical results
qualitatively.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A standard model of job search with rational agents provides a framework with which to think about how individuals
set their reservation wage and conduct their job search. The
model implies individuals spend time searching until they
find a wage at which it is worth accepting a job offer and
forgoing unemployment benefits as well as the possibility
of finding a job with an even higher wage down the line.
However, liquidity constraints can introduce distortions in
agents’ optimal behavior: one possible distortion is that job
seekers may lower their reservation wage because they do
not have the ability to stay unemployed (waiting for a better
offer) for longer periods of time. It is important to study
these potential distortions in agents’ optimal behavior as a
large fraction of unemployed workers - roughly 70% - report
being liquidity constrained ([23]).
In this paper, I adapt the standard McCall search model by
adding borrowing constraints in order to study the impacts
of liquidity constraints on reservation wages theoretically.
The model predicts that liquidity-constrained unemployed
individuals searching for work have lower reservation wages
than non-liquidity-constrained individuals. Furthermore, this
result also holds true for individuals engaged in on-the-job
search, though the predicted gap in reservation wage between
constrained and non-constrained individuals is smaller than
for unemployed workers. I then use data from the New
York Fed’s Survey of Consumer Expectations (SCE) and
the Survey of Unemployed Workers in New Jersey (NJUI),
which elicit reservation wages directly, to empirically test
these model implications.
The SCE allows me to perform a cross-sectional analysis
at the national level and also covers a time period of
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tioned so far that study the effects of unemployment insurance on job search behavior, including [22], [19], [10], [8],
[25], [12], [13], [4], [1], [16] and [11]. Other papers, such
as [3], [15] and [20], study reservation wages directly while
still others including [26], [2] and [21]. investigate the effects
of unemployment insurance on reservation wages. However,
to the best of my knowledge, none of these papers study the
effects of liquidity constraints or lack of access to credit on
reservation wages.
While these papers provide evidence that liquidityconstrained individuals behave differently on the labor market than unconstrained individuals, none of them look directly at the impacts of liquidity constraints on individuals’
reservation wages. Reservation wages are a key determinant
of job search behavior and of job search models. They are
typically not directly observable, so researchers often have
to infer them indirectly (for instance, by using job offer
acceptance or rejection behavior). This paper uses novel data
from the Survey of Consumer Expectations (SCE), conducted
by the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, as well as data
from the Survey of Unemployed Workers in New Jersey
(NJUI), both of which elicit reservation wages directly. The
data allow me to directly estimate the impact of liquidity
constraints on an individual’s reservation wage. They also
allow me to study the role of liquidity constraints not just
for unemployed workers, but also for people engaging in onthe-job search. More generally, this approach could enable
us to better calibrate models of job search that incorporate
liquidity constraints and to evaluate different labor market
policies.
Section 2 of this paper lays out my theoretical model.
Section 3 describes the data sets in more detail. Sections 4
and 5 present the findings of my cross-sectional study and
longitudinal study, respectively, and Section 6 concludes.

is indifferent between accepting wage offer w∗ and earning
unemployment insurance b but being able to search again in
the next period.
I model liquidity-constrained individuals as workers who
cannot borrow between period 1 and period 2. I also assume
that β(1 + r) < 1, as workers would save all their income in
period 1 and consume their total lifetime income in period
2 otherwise. If β(1 + r) < 1, then the worker will consume
their total expected lifetime income in period 1, which means
they are borrowing. If individuals are liquidity constrained
and cannot borrow, then they will consume their total period
1 income in period 1 and their total period 2 income in period
2. I solve for the reservation wage of a worker in period 1
by equating the value function of being employed at wage
w to the value function of rejecting wage w, accepting unemployment insurance b, and searching again in period 2. In
period 2, an unemployed worker will accept any wage above
the value of the unemployment insurance b. Therefore, the
reservation wages of a non-liquidity-constrained individual
and a liquidity-constrained individual are given by solving
the following equations:
e
u
Vuc
= Vuc

max C1 + βC2

u
)
(Vuc

∗
wuc
1+r
Z w̄
(3)
1
u
Vuc = b +
max[b, w] dw
1+r 0
Liquidity-constrained workers cannot borrow in period 1,
and so in each period, they simply consume their per period
income. This gives us the following equations for Vlcu and
Vlce
e
∗
Vuc
= wuc
+

To study the link between liquidity constraints and reservation wages, I adapt the standard McCall search model
to allow for individuals to be liquidity constrained ([24]).
I assume individuals are risk neutral, live for two periods,
and discount future utility by 0 < β < 1. The individual is
thus trying to solve the following maximization problem:

{C1 ,C2 }

(2)

is the value of being employed (unemwhere
ployed) for a non-liquidity-constrained individual and Vlqe
(Vlqu ) is the value of being employed (unemployed) for
a liquidity-constrained individual. The value functions for
non-liquidity-constrained workers are simply their lifetime
discounted income since they consume their lifetime income
u
in period 1. This gives us the following equations for Vuc
e
and Vuc :
e
Vuc

II. M ODEL

Y2
C2
= Y1 +
s.t. C1 +
1+r
1+r

Vlqe = Vlqu

and

∗
∗
Vlce = wlc
+ βwlc
Z w̄
Vlcu = b + β
max[b, w] dw

(1)

(4)

0

Plugging equations 3 and 4 into equation 2 then gives us:
R w̄
∗
max[b, w] dw
wuc
∗
wuc +
=b+ 0
1+r
1+r
(5)
Z w̄
∗
∗
wlc + βwlc = b + β
max[b, w] dw

where income in periods 1 and 2 depends on the individuals employment status. I assume the individual is
born unemployed and in each period receives a job offer
from a wage distribution F (W ) = P rob{w ≤ W }, with
F (0) = 0 and F (w̄) = 1 for some B < ∞. In period
1, the unemployed worker can choose to either accept the
wage offer and earn wage w or reject the wage offer, earn
unemployment insurance b and search again in the next
period. Following from [24], the worker will accept a wage
if it is above a certain cutoff level – the reservation wage.
The reservation wage is the wage, w∗ , at which the worker

0

∗
∗
Solving for wuc
and wlq
I get

Z w̄
1+r
1
b+
max[b, w] dw
2+r
2+r 0
Z w̄
1
β
∗
wlq
=
b+
max[b, w] dw
1+β
1+β 0
∗
wuc
=
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(6)

∗
∗
From equation (5), wuc
and wlq
are weighted averages of b
R w̄
R w̄
and 0 max[b, w] dw, where b < 0 max[b, w] dw. The as1+r
1
∗
sumption β(1+r) < 1 implies that 2+r
< 1+β
and so wuc
>
∗
wlq . Liquidity-constrained individuals lower their reservation
wage because they want to maximize consumption in period
1. This in turn is due to the fact that consumption in period
2 is not worth as much to them as consumption in period 1,
due to them being impatient (β < 1), and that they cannot
borrow. Therefore, the value of searching again in period 2
is lower when liquidity constrained compared to when not
liquidity constrained.
The model predicts also that for individuals engaged in
on-the-job search, their reservation wages should not be
affected by their liquidity-constrained status as much. As
can be seen in Equation 6, the main driver for the result that
∗
∗
wuc
> wlq
is that the unemployment benefit, b, is smaller
than
the
expected
benefits of searching again in the future,
R w̄
max[b,
w]
dw.
As
b increases, the gap in the reservation
0
wage between a liquidity-constrained individual and a nonliquidity-constrained individual decreases.
For an individual engaged in on-the-job search, their
choice would not be between earning theoretical wage w
or unemployment benefit b. Instead, they would be choosing
between earning theoretical wage w or their current wage
wc , where wc >> b. Therefore, the model predicts that
the gap between reservation wages of liquidity-constrained
individuals and non-liquidity-constrained individuals will be
smaller for employed workers than for unemployed ones.
∗
∗
if the
= wuc
Furthermore, the model predicts that wuc
expected benefit from searching again inR a future period is the
w̄
same as an individual’s current wage ( 0 max[wc , w] dw =
wc ).

Importantly, the SCE provides different ways of measuring
whether individuals are liquidity constrained. One question
asks respondents what they think is the percent chance that
they will not be able to make a debt payment in the next
three months. Another question asks respondents what they
think is the percent chance that they could come up with
$2, 000 if an unexpected need arose within the next month.
These two measures of liquidity constraints come from the
main SCE survey, which is conducted monthly, and the SCE
Credit Access Survey, which is conducted every four months,
respectively. These different measures of liquidity constraints
can be used to identify which aspects of liquidity constraints
most impact reservation wages.
I use data from March 2014 to November 2018, as this is
the time frame covered by the SCE Labor Market Survey.
Data on the ability of individuals to come up with $2, 000
if an unexpected need arose within the next month are
available beginning in October 2015. I focus on observations
for unemployed individuals that fill out the core monthly
survey and the labor market survey in the same month as
well as the credit access survey at least once, leaving me
with 162 unique individuals. Table I shows a breakdown of
the demographic, education and industry information for the
unemployed individuals in my SCE sample.
TABLE I: Demographic and Industry Statistics for Unemployed Workers
Female
White
Non-white
Hispanic
Less than High School
High School
College or more
Services
Married or with partner
Self-employed at last job
N

III. DATA
The analysis in this paper uses data from both the New
York Fed’s Survey of Consumer Expectations (SCE) and the
Survey of Unemployed Workers in New Jersey (NJUI). The
SCE is a nationally representative survey of a rotating panel
of approximately 1300 household heads. Each respondent
participates in the survey for up to 12 months and periodically participates in more detailed surveys on household
finances, labor market experiences and credit access, among
other topics. These surveys combined provide a rich data set
with a large number of detailed attributes. The panel I use in
my analysis runs from June 2013 to the end of 2018. More
details on the sample construction, response rates, and the
like can be found in [5].
The main feature of the SCE, for the purpose of this
analysis, is that it provides direct elicitation of individuals’ reservation wages, measures of individuals’ liquidity
constraints and a wealth of other information for each
individual. Reservation wages are elicited in the SCE Labor
Market Survey, which is fielded every four months in March,
July and November. Specifically, the survey asks: ”Suppose
someone offered you a job today in a line of work that you
would consider. What is the lowest wage or salary you would
accept (BEFORE taxes and other deductions) for this job?”

percent
56.7
79.0
22.8
13.0
1.2
10.5
88.3
51.9
54.3
6.2
162

Table II shows a breakdown of the variables of interest for
individuals in the SCE. I drop individuals whose reported
annual reservation wages are below $10, 000 or more than
three standard deviations above the mean.
Table III and Table IV show the same breakdowns for
individuals in the SCE who are employed and engaged in
on-the-job search. Individuals engaged in on-the-job search
have higher reservation wages and spend much less time
searching than unemployed individuals. Furthermore, they
also earn more at their current job than unemployed workers
earned at their previous job. This would suggest that the
unemployed workers and those engaged in on-the-job search
come from different populations, making direct comparisons
between the two groups difficult. However, thanks to the
wealth of controls provided by the SCE, it is still possible to
reach some conclusions regarding how well my two period
McCall model fits the empirical evidence.
The NJUI is a longitudinal survey of unemployed workers
in New Jersey receiving unemployment benefits that runs
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TABLE II: Summary Statistics for Unemployed Workers
Age
Reservation wage
Months unemployed
Hours spent searching
Wage at last job
Ability to come up with $2000
N

count
162
162
162
162
162
162
162

mean
46.30247
41515.12
4.123457
16.03704
45247.64
59.2037

TABLE III: Demographic and Industry Statistics for Employed Workers
Female
White
Non-white
Hispanic
Less than High School
High School
College or more
Services
Married or with partner
N

median
49
30000
2
10
33000
65

sd
12.22872
29806.37
5.370457
15.73771
43687.17
39.48648

min
22
12000
0
0
1280
0

max
65
208000
24
100
290000
100

2 predicts that liquidity-constrained individuals lower their
reservation wage in an attempt to maximize consumption in
period 1 as future consumption is discounted and they cannot
borrow. This section studies whether or not the predictions
of the model are borne out in the data. The main difficulty in
trying to identify this behavior in the data is the possibility
of unobserved heterogeneity in worker attributes. One way
to mitigate this issue is to use observed variables, such as
education level attained, hours spent searching for a job, and
wage at the previous job, to proxy for possible unobserved
heterogeneity, and then test if liquidity constraints impact
reservation wages by estimating:

percent
52.6
81.9
21.3
9.6
0.2
4.6
95.4
52.6
62.8
1144

from mid-October 2009 until mid-January 2010. Respondents are invited to fill out a web-based survey every week
for a period of up to 12 weeks (the long-term unemployed
were given the option to participate for an additional 12
weeks). This survey also provides direct elicitation of individuals’ reservation wages as well as, importantly, how
their reservation wage changes over time. In addition to
information on individuals’ reservation wages, the NJUI
provides us with a measure of whether or not an individual is
liquidity constrained similar to one of the measures provided
by the SCE – one question of the NJUI asks respondents
if they are able to come up with $5, 000 in case of an
emergency in the next week.
Table V shows a breakdown of the variables of interest for
individuals in the NJUI. The average reservation wage and
the duration of unemployment for individuals in the NJUI is
higher than for individuals in the SCE while the number of
hours individuals spend looking for a job is about the same.
Table VI shows the same variables of interest for individuals in the NJUI whose liquidity-constrained status changes
(both from non-constrained to constrained and vice-versa)
over the duration of the survey. These are the individuals I
focus on in my longitudinal study. The variables of interest
for these individuals are very similar to those for all individuals who participated in the survey, so it does not seem
that there are any selection biases caused by focusing on
individuals whose liquidity-constrained status changed over
the duration of the survey – at least based on observable
characteristics.

RWi = α + β ∗ LQi + γ ∗ OVi + η ∗ Xi + i

(7)

where RWi is the log of the reservation wage of individual
i, LQi is the measure of liquidity constraint of individual i,
OVi are the observable control variables, such as the wage
at last job, for individual i and Xi are demographic and
industry characteristics for individual i.
The dummy variable used to proxy for liquidity constraints
takes on the value 1 if individual i reports a sub-70% probability of being able to come up with $2, 000 at least once
during the duration of the survey (1 is liquidity constrained,
0 is not liquidity constrained).
I use the log of reservation wages in my regressions in
order to avoid potential biases from high income individuals.
The binscatter plots in Figure 1 show that the logarithm of
the reservation wage grows roughly linearly as a function of
the ability to come up with $2, 000. On the other hand, the
scatter plot of the logarithm of the reservation wage against
the probability of default shows much more dispersion. One
possible explanation for this could be the high number of
wealthy hand-to-mouth individuals in the United States [18].
These are individuals with a large amount of illiquid assets
(and so presumably high reservation wages) but not many
liquid assets. Looking at the binscatter plot of reservation
wage against the probability of default, we can see that some
bins with relatively high reservation wages have surprisingly
high probabilities of defaulting. Furthermore, the probability
of defaulting on a loan may not be a good measure of the
short-run liquidity constraints of an individual, since not
making debt payments can increase the amount of liquidity
an individual has in the short run. For these reasons, I focus
on the ability of individuals to come up with $2, 000 to
label them as either liquidity constrained or non-liquidity
constrained.

IV. C ROSS -S ECTIONAL A NALYSIS
Identifying the impact of liquidity constraints on individuals’ reservation wages can have important policy implications
and can also change the way economists model job search
behavior. The two-period McCall model I present in Section
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TABLE IV: Summary Statistics for Employed Workers
Age
Reservation wage
Months looking for new job
Hours spent searching
Current wage
Ability to come up with $2000
N

count
1144
1144
1144
1144
1144
1144
1144

mean
41.04371
71025.51
3.327797
3.465035
67471.74
72.18269

(a) Log of reservation wage vs. probability of default

p50
39.5
55500
1
2
53000
90

sd
11.04678
51514.24
5.14021
4.858866
68108.53
35.2128

min
22
11000
0
0
2480
0

max
65
450000
26
46
1250000
100

(b) Log of reservation wage vs. ability to come up with $2, 000

Fig. 1
F IGURE 1 shows plots for the relationship between the reservation wage and liquidity constraints as well as the relationship between the log of reservation
wage and liquidity constraints.

TABLE V: Summary Statistics for all Surveyed Individuals
in the NJUI
Reservation wage
Weeks unemployed
Hours spent searching
N

count
1868
1868
1868
1868

mean
52293.62
54.71627
16.8125

sd
34583.12
34.77386
16.02252

min
4500
1
0

duration of their unemployment spell. The coefficient on
the liquidity constraint dummy is now negative and statistically significant at the 5% level. The results in Table
VII indicate that on average, liquidity-constrained individuals
have a reservation wage 24% lower than non-constrained
individuals. In Column 4, I include individuals who have
been unemployed for up to three years to see if including
these long-term unemployed individuals affects my results.
While the coefficient on the liquidity constrained dummy
decreases when I add these individuals, it does not decrease
by a sizeable amount and the coefficient is still statistically
significant at the 5% level, suggesting that the long-term
unemployed behave similarly to those unemployed for less
than two years.
Some concerns remain about unobserved heterogeneity in
the respondents. One such channel of heterogeneity that may
still not be controlled for is given by unobserved differences
in the ability or skills of the respondents. Their ability would
impact reservation wages but is also potentially correlated
with being liquidity constrained. Those with lower ability
may also be worse at planning for the future and making
financial decisions, meaning they are more likely to be
liquidity constrained. However, educational status and the
previous wage of individuals should proxy for this hetero-

max
450000
261
80

TABLE VI: Summary Statistics for Individuals Whose
Liquidity-Constrained Status Changes in the NJUI
Reservation wage
Weeks unemployed
Hours spent searching
N

count
378
378
378
378

mean
50700.07
56.14021
17.4534

sd
29912.94
37.87189
16.06977

min
6500
0
0

max
350000
213
80

Table VII reports estimates of regression model (7) using
only the first observation for each individual. The results
in Column 1 of Table VII show that reservation wages
for liquidity-constrained individuals (using the ability to
come up with $2, 000 if an unexpected need arises in
the next month as a measure of liquidity constraints) are
not significantly different than for non-liquidity-constrained
individuals. In Columns 2 and 3, I add an interaction term
between an individual’s liquidity-constrained status and the
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geneity to some extent. To further examine this possibility,
I take advantage of a set of questions asked in the monthly
SCE survey which measure an individual’s numeracy skills –
Column 3 includes this measure of numeracy. The inclusion
of this control does not have any economically significant
impact on the results, suggesting that the controls included in
Column 2 of Table VII sufficiently control for worker heterogeneity. The results of the cross-sectional study support the
prediction of the two-period McCall model from Section 2
that liquidity-constrained individuals have lower reservation
wages than non-liquidity-constrained individuals.
Interestingly, the cross-sectional study suggests that while
liquidity-constrained individuals initially have lower reservation wages than non-liquidity-constrained individuals, this
gap shrinks over the duration of the unemployment spell
as liquidity-constrained individuals keep their reservation
wage constant over time, while non-liquidity-constrained
individuals lower their reservation wage over time (by about
3% each month). This seems counter intuitive as one would
expect individuals who are liquidity constrained to lower
their reservation wages over time much faster than nonliquidity-constrained individuals since they cannot afford to
continue to search for better jobs. One possible explanation
could be that liquidity-constrained individuals initially lower
their reservation wages to the minimum they need to earn in
order to pay for necessities (e.g. food, housing, medical care,
etc.) and so cannot continue to lower their reservation wage
over time as they are already at their personal lower bounds.
This could be an interesting topic for future research.
To further examine how well the model I present can
explain the reservation wage of liquidity-constrained individuals, I also study the reservation wages of liquidityconstrained and non-liquidity-constrained employed individuals engaged in on-the-job search. In order to test for
this phenomenon empirically, I run the same regressions
as in Table VII with some changes due to the fact that
these individuals are performing on-the-job search. Instead
of using an individual’s wage at their last job, I use their
current wage. I also use the amount of time an individual
has been searching for a new job in lieu of the duration of
unemployment and whether or not an individual is currently
self-employed rather than if they were self employed at
their previous job. Table VIII presents the results of these
regressions.
Columns 2-4 of Table VIII include an interaction term
between the liquidity constrained dummy and the amount of
time an individual has been looking for work. Columns 3
and 4 add the control for numeracy. The difference between
Columns 3 and 4 is that Column 3 only looks at individuals
searching for a job for up to two years while Column 4
includes individuals who have been searching for a job for up
to three years. I look at both specifications to test for whether
or not these results are a byproduct of a few individuals who
have been searching for work for an extended period of time,
which they do not appear to be.
As can be seen in Column 3 of Table VIII, liquidityconstrained individuals engaged in on-the-job search have

lower reservation wages than non-liquidity-constrained individuals engaged in on-the-job search by 6.4% on average.
This is a much smaller gap between reservation wages
compared to the gap in reservation wages for unemployed
workers. This is consistent with the predictions of the model
as individuals engaged in on-the-job search are still earning
their current wage rather than the unemployment benefit and
can thus afford to be more patient when looking for a job.
This means they don’t have as strong an incentive to lower
their reservation wages.
V. L ONGITUDINAL S TUDY
Using data from the NJUI allows me to study how changes
in an individual’s liquidity-constrained status impact their
reservation wage. Furthermore, the panel dimension of the
survey allows me to better control for worker heterogeneity
by using worker fixed effects. This helps to address the
problem of unobserved worker heterogeneity that can lead
to biases when performing a cross-sectional analysis.
A. Within-Person Variation
Liquidity-Constrained Status

in

Reservation

Wage

by

Table IX regresses the log of the reservation wage on
liquidity-constrained status 1 and various other controls. Column 1 shows the results of regressing the log of reservation
wage on the liquidity constrained dummy with both worker
and week fixed effects. Column 2 adds a control for the duration of an individual’s unemployment spell in order to control
for the fact that individuals may be more likely to be liquidity
constrained as the duration of unemployment increases. This
may lead to the coefficient on the liquidity constrained
dummy being biased. However, adding this control does not
have any impact on the coefficient of the liquidity constraint
dummy. Column 3 further controls for the number of weeks
an individual reports being liquidity constrained in order to
determine if the effect of becoming liquidity constrained on
reservation wage changes over time. However, the coefficient
is almost zero and not statistically significant. Column 4
adds a control for the number of hours spent searching for
work. This is included in order to control for the possibility
that individuals respond to becoming liquidity constrained
by increasing search efforts on the labor market rather than
by decreasing their reservation wage. However, this does
not appear to be the case, as the coefficient on the hours
searching variable is close to zero and is not statistically
significant.
To further test for whether or not individuals increase
their job search effort in response to becoming liquidity constrained in place of lowering their reservation wage, I regress
hours searching on liquidity constraint status, controlling for
worker and week fixed effects as well as various control
variables. The results of this regression support the idea that
individuals do not appear to respond to a change in their
liquidity constraint status by changing their search effort –
these results can be found in the Appendix.
1 Here I define someone as liquidity constrained if they state they are
unable to come up with $5,000 in case of an emergency in the next week.
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TABLE VII: Cross-Sectional Regression for the Unemployed Workers

Liquidity constrained dummy
Months unemployed
Hours spent searching
Log of wage at last job
Self-employed at last job
College or more
Liquidity constrained dummy X Months unemployed
Numeracy
Constant
Demographic controls
Industries
R-squared
N
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < .10, ∗∗ p < .05, ∗∗∗ p < .01

Log of the Reservation Wage
(2)
(3)
(4)
-0.234∗∗
-0.240∗∗
-0.183∗∗
(0.10)
(0.10)
(0.09)
-0.033∗∗∗
-0.034∗∗∗
-0.025∗∗∗
(0.01)
(0.01)
(0.00)
0.001
0.001
0.001
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
∗∗∗
∗∗∗
0.385
0.379
0.410∗∗∗
(0.04)
(0.05)
(0.05)
0.366∗∗
0.354∗
0.421∗∗
(0.18)
(0.19)
(0.19)
0.234∗∗∗
0.236∗∗∗
0.223∗∗
(0.08)
(0.09)
(0.09)
0.040∗∗∗
0.042∗∗∗
0.034∗∗∗
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.01)
0.043
0.008
(0.08)
(0.07)
6.412∗∗∗
6.405∗∗∗
6.451∗∗∗
6.102∗∗∗
(0.49)
(0.49)
(0.51)
(0.52)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.508
0.536
0.537
0.557
162.000
162.000
162.000
176.000

(1)
-0.034
(0.08)
-0.008
(0.01)
0.000
(0.00)
0.372∗∗∗
(0.04)
0.387∗∗
(0.18)
0.253∗∗∗
(0.09)

TABLE VIII: Cross-Sectional Regression for the Employed Workers

Liquidity constrained dummy
Months looking for new job
Hours spent searching
Log of the current wage
College or more
Liquidity constrained dummy X Months looking for new job
Numeracy
Constant
Demographic controls
Industries
R-squared
N. of obs.
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

The results presented in Table IX indicate that individuals
who become liquidity constrained lower their reservation
wage by about 2.8% on average. This is a much smaller
estimate than the estimate from the cross-sectional study.
However, this is due to the fact that the two regression
specifications have very different interpretations. The results
in Table IX show the effect that becoming liquidity constrained has on an individual’s reservation wage while the
results in Table VII show the difference in reservation wage
in the cross-section between individuals who are liquidity
constrained and individuals who are not liquidity constrained.

Log of the Reservation Wage
(2)
(3)
(4)
-0.066∗∗
-0.064∗
-0.068∗∗
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.02)
-0.002
-0.002
-0.003
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
0.003
0.003
0.005∗
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
0.681∗∗∗
0.679∗∗∗
0.666∗∗∗
(0.02)
(0.02)
(0.02)
0.049
0.047
0.054
(0.08)
(0.08)
(0.08)
0.012∗∗
0.012∗∗
0.012∗∗
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
0.019
0.020
(0.02)
(0.02)
3.556∗∗∗
3.562∗∗∗
3.575∗∗∗
3.713∗∗∗
(0.27)
(0.27)
(0.27)
(0.27)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.750
0.753
0.753
0.745
1144.000
1144.000
1144.000
1156.000
(1)
-0.026
(0.02)
0.006∗
(0.00)
0.003
(0.00)
0.680∗∗∗
(0.02)
0.039
(0.08)

sectional study can have important policy implications. The
empirical evidence would suggest that the existing level of
unemployment benefits is high enough that individuals who
become liquidity constrained during their unemployment
spell do not need to lower their reservation wage significantly. However, there is a very large gap in the reservation
wage of liquidity-constrained and non-liquidity-constrained
individuals at the beginning of their unemployment spells.
This would suggest that individuals who are liquidity constrained at the beginning of their unemployment spell need
more assistance either in the form of higher unemployment
benefits or in the form of assistance in the job search process.

The difference in the estimated coefficient on the liquidity
constrained dummy between the longitudinal and cross64

TABLE IX: Within-Person Variation in Reservation Wage by Liquidity-Constrained Status

Liquidity constrained dummy

(1)
-0.0285∗∗
(0.0125)

Weeks unemployed

Log of the Reservation Wage
(2)
(3)
(4)
-0.0285∗∗
-0.0275∗∗
-0.0274∗∗
(0.0125)
(0.0129)
(0.0130)
0.00332
(0.00432)

Weeks liquidity constrained

0.00338
(0.00439)

0.00331
(0.00441)

-0.000395
(0.00161)

-0.000383
(0.00161)

Hours spent searching
cons

-0.000290
(0.000498)
10.67∗∗∗
(0.0164)

Week Fixed Effects
Yes
Worker Fixed Effects
Yes
N
3032
adj. R2
0.009
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

10.47∗∗∗
(0.270)

10.46∗∗∗
(0.274)

10.47∗∗∗
(0.276)

Yes
Yes
3032
0.009

Yes
Yes
3032
0.009

Yes
Yes
3032
0.009

TABLE X: Asymmetric Effects of a Change in Liquidity-Constrained Status

Liquidity constrained to non-liquidity constrained

Log of the Reservation Wage
(1)
-0.0197
(0.0151)

Non-liquidity constrained to liquidity constrained

-0.00460
(0.0215)

Weeks unemployed

0.000458
(0.00207)

Hours spent searching

-0.000421
(0.000448)
10.66∗∗∗
(0.126)

cons
Week Fixed Effects
Worker Fixed Effects
N
adj. R2
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

B. Asymmetric Effects of Becoming Liquidity Constrained

Yes
Yes
1808
0.010

reservation wages respond more strongly to becoming nonliquidity constrained than to becoming liquidity constrained.
However, the difference between the two point estimates is
not statistically significant, making it difficult to come to
any concrete conclusions on differences in behavior caused
by becoming liquidity constrained as opposed to becoming
non-liquidity constrained.

The results in Table IX report the estimated change in
an individual’s reservation wage associated with a change in
their liquidity-constrained status. In this section, I investigate
whether the effect of becoming liquidity constrained on an
individual’s reservation wage is the same (in absolute value)
as the effect of becoming non-liquidity constrained. In order
to estimate these effects, I restrict my analysis to individuals
whose liquidity-constrained status changes only once during
the duration of the survey. Table X shows the results of
running the same regression as in Column 2 of Table IX
on this smaller sample. Column 1 of Table X shows the
estimated effects of becoming liquidity constrained on an
individual’s reservation wage while Column 2 shows the
estimated effects of becoming non-liquidity constrained on
an individual’s reservation wage.
Interestingly, the point estimates suggest that individuals’

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, I use data from the SCE and the NJUI to
study both the between-person and within-person effects of
liquidity-constrained status on reservation wages. Using data
from the SCE, I find that liquidity-constrained individuals
have 24% lower reservation wages than non-constrained
individuals on average. I also find similar results for employed individuals engaged in on-the-job search, though the
gap between the reservation wages of liquidity-constrained
65

and non-liquidity-constrained individuals is smaller for those
engaged in on-the-job search.
The cross-sectional analysis in Section 4 also suggests that
the reservation wages of liquidity-constrained individuals remain very flat over time, while the reservation wages of nonliquidity-constrained individuals decrease slowly over time.
This can have important policy implications, as it suggests
that unemployed workers who are liquidity constrained may
require more outside assistance (in the form of unemployment benefits) early on in their unemployment spells but
that these individuals behave more similarly to non-liquidityconstrained unemployed individuals as the unemployment
duration increases.
I adapt a two-period McCall search model to allow for
individuals to face borrowing constraints in order to create a
theoretical framework to explain my empirical results. The
model shows that individuals facing borrowing constraints
(liquidity-constrained individuals) have lower reservation
wages than individuals not facing borrowing constraints.
Furthermore, the model predicts that even for individuals
engaged in on-the-job search, borrowing constraints lead
to a lower reservation wage, though the effects of being
borrowing constrained on reservation wage are smaller for
individuals engaged in on-the-job search. These results match
the empirical findings in Section 4.
Finally, I take advantage of the longitudinal nature of the
NJUI to study within-person effects of liquidity-constrained
status on reservation wage. I find that individuals who
become liquidity constrained (non-liquidity constrained) during their unemployment spell lower (raise) their reservation
wages by 3 percentage points on average. I also find some
suggestive evidence that individuals’ reservation wages respond more strongly to becoming non-liquidity constrained
than to becoming liquidity constrained, though this result is
not statistically significant and requires further study.
I hope that the evidence of both within- and betweenperson effects of liquidity constraints on reservation wages
can lead to future research aimed at policy actions that can
mitigate these effects.
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VII. A PPENDIX
A. Within-Person Variation of Job Search Effort by an Individual’s Liquidity-Constrained Status
The results in Table XI show that individuals do not
modify their search efforts in response to a change in their
liquidity-constrained status. Column 2 of Table XI includes
an interaction term between an individual’s duration of
unemployment spell and liquidity-constrained status to see
if the effect of unemployment duration on search effort is
impacted by liquidity-constrained status. The results in Column 2 change slightly, but none of the results are statistically
significant.
TABLE XI: Within-Person Variation in Job Search Effort by
Liquidity-Constrained Status

Liquidity constrained dummy
Weeks unemployed

Hours Spent Searching
(1)
(2)
0.396
0.714
(0.573)
(1.120)
-0.215∗∗
(0.0931)

Liquidity constrained weeks unemployed
cons
Week Fixed Effects
Worker Fixed Effects
N
adj. R2
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

-0.214∗∗
(0.0950)
-0.00477
(0.0136)

31.37∗∗∗
(6.266)

31.30∗∗∗
(6.379)

Yes
Yes
3032
0.032

Yes
Yes
3032
0.032
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